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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
  

The Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act of 2014 (WIOA) is the nation’s principal 

workforce development legislation. Key components of WIOA include the following: streamlining 

services through a one-stop balanced scorecard service delivery approach (currently branded as 

American Job Centers) that is quality-focused, business-driven, customer-centered, and tailored to 

meet the needs of regional economies.   

In recognition of WIOA and its guiding principles, the Southwest Virginia Workforce Development Board  

(SWVAWDB) is pleased to present its Local Strategic Plan for workforce development for the period 
Program Year (PY) July 1, 2020 – Program Year (PY) June 30, 2024. This plan identifies and assesses 

projected employment opportunities, projected workforce needs, and the services that will be required 

in order to develop a skilled, credentialed workforce to meet regional businesses’ needs over the years. 

An analysis of demographic, economic and workforce trends present in this Region as well as strategic 

goals and action strategies that have been developed to address the identified issues is also included. 

Labor market information was provided by the Virginia Tech Center for Economic and Community  

Engagement (VTCECE) using demographic, labor market, and economic data provided by the Virginia 

Employment Commission, the U.S. Department of Labor, and the U.S. Census Bureau as well as 

proprietary data provided by Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI).   

Additionally, an assessment is provided of the current status of the workforce, including current 
business demands for workers and skills. Local area governance information is provided, including 

information on the Chief Local Elected Officials (CLEOs), the Workforce Development Board (WDB), and 

the fiscal responsibilities of the Board. System development of the Virginia Workforce Center is 

discussed, including services provided by partners, and services available for specific populations. There 

are two customer bases for receipt of services through the local workforce development system: 

businesses and job seekers.   

The plan also describes the delivery of workforce development services through Area One’s Virginia 
Workforce Centers (One-Stops) and affiliate sites, including access to services for the general 

population, adults and dislocated workers, youth, and businesses. Included by reference or attachment 

are required WDB policies and certifications. The SWVAWDB recognizes the need to increase the 
visibility of the workforce development system and the convening role of the Board in economic 

development throughout the region. Partnerships, collaborative efforts, increased resources and 

innovative programming are set forth in the plan to address these overarching needs.   

In the preparation of this plan, the Strategic Planning Committee, made up of Board and CLEO members, 

held an initial meeting to chart the process for its development. The Committee developed the Mission 

and Vision Statements, reviewed the State plan in order to ensure alignment in the Area, began a SWOT 

analysis, and discussed the overall needs of the area. VTCECE conducted three focus groups with 
SWVAWDB stakeholders, and through contract, provided the labor market data for the plan. Findings 

from these focus groups influenced the SWOT analysis. VTCECE also engaged board members and other 

key personnel in the refinement of SWOT findings and the development of goals and strategies. Through 
public comment and Board review, all required partners will have a voice in the development of this 

document. This local plan describes how local workforce development activities will be directed over 
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the next four years to promote effective economic, education, and workforce development partnerships 

that will help develop and sustain productive workers for business, and thereby assist with the creation 

of prosperous communities that maintain the quality of life for the area’s citizens.   

It is the intent of the Board to consistently promote effective, efficient, streamlined services to all 

citizens and to build quality into processes that will make the system of resources openly available 

through technology as well as through the Virginia Workforce Centers. The SWVAWDB’s PY 2020- PY 

2024 Local Strategic Plan is intended to be a “top drawer” plan – not an “in-the-drawer” plan.    
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INTRODUCTION  
  

With the implementation of the Workforce Investment Act of 1998, the Southwest Virginia 

Workforce Development Board embarked on its mission to develop a workforce system that would 

provide a well-trained workforce compatible with both the needs of existing businesses and 

adaptable to the needs of prospective businesses, to be recruited through the Area’s economic 

development efforts. The process has been ever-changing, a struggle at times, and with the 

enactment of the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act of 2014, a new way of doing business 

followed, yet always with the same goal in mind- to provide businesses with the workforce to 

diversify the economy, and to provide the workforce with pathways to well-paid, satisfying careers 

that maintain their quality of life in Southwest Virginia.   

“We envision meeting the needs of our businesses and workers by enhancing 

skills to create a qualified, career-ready workforce that reflects the Southwest 

Virginia values of honesty, dependability, and resiliency.”   

These new ways of doing business – from integration with the State plan to the development of 

sector partnerships with businesses to the creation of rapid responses to the economic downturn in 

the coal industry – dictate more innovation, more collaboration and more resource sharing in the 

day-to-day delivery of services to the SWVAWDB’s two main customers: businesses and job seekers.   

A re-statement of the mission of the SWVAWDB reflects its commitment to new ways of doing its 

work in a way that best serves both businesses and jobseekers, while focusing on the success of the 

Southwest Virginia community as a whole.   

“We will build a business-driven, employee-centered workforce system to 

support economic diversity and development that will sustain the quality of life 

in the region.”   

Through this Local Strategic Plan for PY 2020- PY 2024, the SWVAWDB is committed to more in-

depth work with the Area’s businesses; increased diverse, quality programming for job seekers and 

further development of its role as the regional convener for the Area’s workforce development 

system.  

    

WORKFORCE AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS   

REGIONAL OVERVIEW   
This section will present and analyze important regional demographic trends, including, but not limited 

to population change, households and household income, wages, and poverty.   
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Geography and Population   
Workforce Area One is composed of seven counties (Buchanan, Dickenson, Lee, Russell, Scott, Tazewell, 

Wise) and the independent City of Norton. The most recent Census data estimates that 193,594 people 
lived in this area in 2019. This region experienced a 7% (14,556 person) decrease in population since the 

2010 Decennial Census, where 208,150 people were counted. A two-year increase in the region’s median 

age (44.2 in 2019) accompanied negative population change during this period. Population change in 
individual age cohorts is likely responsible for this increase. Each age cohort between ages 059 

experienced varying degrees of population decline. Alternatively, each age cohort above the age of 59 

saw population growth.  

Households   
Area One contained 75,165 households in 2019, according to the American Community Survey (ACS).  

Married-couple households, nonfamily households, and single parent households accounted for 49.1%, 

34.4%, and 16.5% of the region’s households, respectively. Area One had an average family size of 2.98 

for married-couple families and 3.2 for single-parent households in 2019. Furthermore, 29.2% of 

married-couple households had children aged under 18 compared to 43.4% of single parent households. 

Average household income in Area One was $51,824 in 2019. This was lower than average household 
income for both the state ($105,091) and nation ($92,324) for the same year.   

Wages   
Living wages are broadly defined as the lowest wage necessary to meet the most minimum acceptable 

standard of living in a community or region. Household dynamics, such as the presence of dependents, 
and other cost of living factors influence living wages. The Virginia Tech Office of Economic Development  

(VTOED) combined regional household data with cost of living data provided by the Massachusetts  

Institute of Technology (Table 1) to generate a weighted average living wage of $14.06/hour  

(approximately $29,235 annually) for a conventional full-time position (2,000 hours annually) in Area 
One for 2019. It is important to note that this average is reflective of all households in Area One; 

individual households may require a higher or lower wage. For instance, a married-couple household 

where both spouses are working and no child is present required a wage of $9.00/hr. while the region’s 

average single parent household (one householder, two children) required a wage of $29.33/hr.  

  

  

  

  

  

Table 1: Living Wages, Workforce Area One, 2020  

  1 Adult   2 Adults (1 Working)  2 Adults (Both Working)  

0 Children  $10.68  $18.00  $9.00  

1 Children  $24.71  $22.43  $13.67  

2 Children  $29.33  $24.91  $15.96  
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3 Children  $35.42  $27.68  $18.40  

Source: Massachusetts Institute of Technology Living Wage Calculator   

Average weighted wages provide a more realistic understanding of wages in a region in that each 

occupation is weighted with respect to the number of workers in said occupation. CECE calculated a 

weighted average wage of $19.72/hr. ($41,018/yr.) for Area One in 2020. Weighted wages were lower in 
Area One compared to the state ($27.43/hr. or $57,054/yr.) and nation ($25.84/hr. or $53,747/yr.). 

Additionally, many workers in Area One earned below this wage in 2020: 14.3% of workers earned below 

$10/hr.; 34.8% lived below the region’s weighted average living wage ($14.06/hr.); and 63.7% of workers 
earned below the region’s weighted average wage ($19.72/hr.).  

Poverty Status and ALICE  
Poverty status is determined for all people except institutionalized people, people living in military 

quarters, people in college dormitories, and unrelated individuals under 15 years old. Approximately 
22% (40,097) of residents for whom poverty status is determined in Area One lived below the federal 

poverty level (FPL) in 2019, according to the ACS. This was higher than the poverty rate for the state 

(10.6%) and nation (13.7%). Female headed households with no spouse present saw the highest 

incidence of poverty (41.9% under FPL) in Area One. Furthermore, female-headed households accounted 

for 40.9% of all households that earned under the FPL in Area One. Residents that were unemployed 
(45% lived under the FPL), received Supplemental Security Income (SSI) or some other cash benefit 

(43.9%), or attained less than a high school education (32%) were also more likely to earn below the FPL 

in 2019. Alternatively, married couple households were the least likely to live below the FPL (11% in 

2019).  

Data provided by the United Way revealed that 33.7% of households in Area One lived above the poverty 

line, however, did not earn enough to satisfy the minimum cost of household essentials, including food, 

housing, childcare, etc. in 2018. The United Way classifies these households as asset-limited, income-
constrained, employed (ALICE). The ALICE threshold represents the widening gap between the federal 

poverty level (FPL) and the necessary income to satisfy a “survival budget,” which broadly includes food, 

housing, transportation, a basic cellular plan, and, if necessary, childcare. For instance, a single, childless 

worker in Area One may earn above the federal poverty level ($12,400/yr.) but still earn below the 

estimated survival budget for this region ($21,744). A greater portion of the region’s households lived 
below either the FPL or ALICE threshold (56% of households) than above these two measures (44%). 

Area One also had a higher proportion of households under the ALICE threshold compared to the state 

(29.5%). Additionally, a smaller proportion of households in Area One lived above the FPL and ALICE 
threshold compared to the state (60.2% of households).   

Similar to poverty, certain groups were more likely to live above or below the ALICE threshold. For 

instance, only 10.4% of female-headed households with children in Area One earned above both the FPL 

and ALICE threshold in 2018. Alternatively, 69.5% of married-couple households with children lived 
above both the FPL and ALICE threshold. Older householders were also more likely to live under the  

ALICE threshold; 45% of householders aged over 65 in Area One lived below the ALICE threshold in 2018.   
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INDUSTRY DEMAND ANALYSIS  
Industry Employment  
Area One housed 60,810 jobs in 2020, according to Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI). 
The government sector accounted for the largest share of the region’s employment in 2020. Retail, 

health care and social assistance, accommodation and food services, and manufacturing were the 
region’s second, third, fourth, and fifth largest sectors by employment, respectively (Table 2). Combined, 

these five NAICS 2-digit sectors accounted for 65% of regional employment in 2020.   

Table 2: Top-5 NAICS 2-Digit Sectors by Employment, Workforce Area One, 2020   

Description  2015 Jobs  2020 Jobs  
2015 - 2020 

Change  
2015 - 2020 

% Change  
% Regional 

Employment  

Government  15,320  14,912  (408)  (3%)  24.5%  

Retail Trade  9,138  8,550  (588)  (6%)  14%  

Health Care and 

Social Assistance  
8,842  8,462  (381)  (4%)  

13.9%  

Accommodation 

and Food Services  
4,355  4,261  (95)  (2%)  

7%  

Manufacturing  3,151  3,599  448  14%  5.9%  

Source: EMSI Developer 2020.4 Datarun   

There was a net change of -2,726 jobs (4.3% decline) in Area One from 2015-2020; 1,610 jobs were 
created and 4,336 jobs were eliminated during this period (Figure 1). Seven 2-digit sectors in Area One 

saw positive employment change. Employment growth in the administrative support and waste 

management and remediation services and manufacturing sectors accounted for 87% (1,385 jobs) of all 

jobs created during this period. Alternatively, fourteen 2-digit sectors saw decline. Approximately 1,078 

jobs were eliminated across the region’s mining, quarrying, and gas extraction sector. The region’s retail, 
transportation and warehousing, construction, and government sectors were also notable areas of 

decline.  

Figure 1: Employment Change, Workforce Area One, 2015-2020  
80,000 

60,000  
63,536 

40,000 61,165 61,192 60,939 60,888 60,810 

20,000 

 0  
 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Source: EMSI Developer 2020.4 Datarun   

Gross Regional Product and Location Quotient   
Gross regional product (GRP) is a measure of the value of the goods and services produced in a regional 

economy. Area One had a GRP of $5.23 billion in 2019. The region’s mining, quarrying, and gas extraction 

sector supplied 21.1% ($1.1 billion) of the area’s GRP. The government ($844.5 million), health care and 
social assistance ($483.7 million), retail ($445.9), and manufacturing ($363.8) sectors followed in 

contribution to the region’s GRP. Combined, these five sectors accounted for approximately 62% of the 
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region’s GRP. It is important to note that only one (manufacturing) of the region’s five top contributing 

sectors saw employment growth from 2015-2020. Table 3 details GRP for the top-five contributing 
sectors in Area I.   

Table 3: Top-5 NAICS 2-Digit Sectors by GRP, Workforce Area One, 2019  

Description  2019 GRP   % Regional GRP   

Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas 

Extraction  
$1,103,392,860  21.1%  

Government  $844,465,114  16.1%  

Health Care and Social Assistance  $483,655,426  9.2%  

Retail Trade  $445,918,589  8.5%  

Manufacturing  $363,769,402  7.0%  

Source: EMSI Developer 2020.4 Datarun   

Location quotient (LQ) is a measure of the concentration of an industry’s employment within a region 

compared to the national average and is important for isolating areas of regional specialization. LQ 
values of 1.0 suggest that the concentration of an industry is typical of all regions in the United States 

and indicates that local production meets the local demand for goods or services. LQ values exceeding 

1.2 suggest that a region is specialized in a particular industry (net exporter), while LQ values less than 

0.8 suggest that a region relies on other regions to meet local demand (net importer). The mining, 

quarrying and gas extraction sector led region in LQ, with a value of 12.98 in 2020. Five other sectors, 

unclassified industry; government; utilities; retail; and health care and social assistance, had LQ values 
exceeding 1.0 for the same year. Four sectors had LQ values ranging between 0.8-0.99: administrative 

and support and waste management and remediation services; other services; accommodation and food 

services; and construction. The remaining 11 sectors had values below 0.8 in 2020 (Table 4).   

Table 4: Top-10 NAICS 2-Digit Sectors by LQ, Workforce Area One, 2020  

Description  2020 LQ  

Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction  12.98  

Unclassified Industry  2.19  

Government  1.64  

Utilities  1.50  

Retail Trade  1.44  

Health Care and Social Assistance  1.09  

Administrative and Support and Waste Management and Remediation Services  0.86  

Other Services (except Public Administration)  0.84  

Accommodation and Food Services  0.82  

Construction  0.81  

Source: EMSI Developer, 2020.4 Datarun   
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Target Industries   
Economic data suggest that Area One is in a state of economic transition; large sectors are contracting 

and smaller sectors are growing. VTOED analyzed industry and occupational employment trends to 
better understand the changing roles of each sector in this regional economy. As a result, CECE identified 

four primary sectors/clusters:   

• Healthcare and social assistance;  

• Business services and management;   

• Manufacturing; and 

• Construction.  

CECE also identified three secondary sectors:  

• Mining and extraction;          •  Transportation and warehousing; and 

• Information technology.   

CECE reviewed the comprehensive economic development strategies (CEDS) of the two planning districts 

contained in Area I to ensure that these identified sectors were congruent with the goals of these 

documents. Table 5 details important trends related to these seven sectors and clusters.   

Table 5: Primary and Secondary Industry Sectors, Workforce Area One, 2020  

Description  2020 Jobs  

2015-2020 

Change  

2015-2020 

% Change  

2020-2025 

Projected 

Change  

2020-2025  

Projected % 

Change  

2020 

LQ  

  Primary Sectors     

Health Care and Social 

Assistance  
8,462  (381)  (4%)  159  2%  1.09  

Business Services  4,425  447  11%  572  13%  -  

Manufacturing  3,599  448  14%  395  11%  0.75  

Construction  2,801  (445)  (14%)  (226)  (8%)  0.81  

  Secondary Sectors     

Mining, Quarrying, and 

Oil and Gas Extraction  
3,206  (1,078)  (25%)  (215)  (7%)  12.98  

Transportation and 

Warehousing  
1,435  (547)  (28%)  (164)  (11%)  0.61  

Information Technology  
1,003  (278)  (22%)  62  6%  -  

Source: EMSI Developer, 2020.4 Datarun   

Primary/Driver Sectors  
The following sectors play an increasingly important role in job creation, contribution to the region’s 

GRP, and attracting business and private investment.   
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Health Care and Social Assistance   
The health care and social assistance sector was the third largest in Area One by employment in 2020. 
Approximately 8,462 workers were employed across this sector, which accounted for 13.9% of the 

region’s total employment. The region’s health care social assistance sector was expected to add 874 

jobs from 2015-2020, according to an estimation based on national economic performance and job 
creation for the national sector. Instead, the regional health care sector eliminated 381 jobs (4.3% 

decline) during this period. This suggests that the regional cluster was not competitive. EMSI projects 2% 

employment growth (205 jobs) for this sector over the next five-year period (2020-2025). The health 

care and social assistance sector had a location quotient of 1.05 in 2020, suggesting that employment in 

this sector was marginally more concentrated in Area One compared to the nation. Furthermore, the 
regional sector generated $483.7 million in 2019, which accounted for 9% of the region’s GRP.   

Home health and personal care aides (15.4% of sector employment), registered nurses (10.8%), and 

nursing assistants (9.5%) were the largest healthcare and social assistance occupations in 2020. Health 

care occupations with high annual openings (a measure of new and replacement jobs within an 

occupation), and that paid a livable wage ($11.00/hr.) were considered in-demand. Nursing assistants 

was the most in-demand health care occupation in Area One, with 115 openings and 641 hires in 2020. 

Registered Nurses (85 openings), licensed practical and vocational nurses (53), and substance abuse, 
behavioral disorder, and mental health counselors (42) were the following most in-demand healthcare 

occupations. Table 6 details in-demand health care and social assistance occupations in Area One.   

Table 6: In-Demand Health Care and Social Assistance Occupations, Workforce Area One, 2020  

5-Digit SOC Occupation  
2020  

Jobs   

2015-2020 %  

Job Change   

Avg. Annual 

Openings   

Med. Hourly 

Wage  

Typical Entry Level 

Education   

Nursing Assistants  887  10%  123  $11.27  
Postsecondary 

nondegree award  

Registered Nurses  1,126  4%  91  $26.43  Bachelor's degree  

Substance Abuse,  

Behavioral Disorder, and  

Mental Health Counselors  

318  12%  50  $19.40  Bachelor's degree  

Licensed Practical and  
Licensed Vocational Nurses  

533   (19%)  49  $18.23  
Postsecondary 

nondegree award  

Social and Human Service 

Assistants  
289   (2%)  44  $12.72  

H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Child, Family, and School 

Social Workers  
273  19%  35  $18.18  Bachelor's degree  

Emergency Medical  

Technicians and Paramedics  264  15%  30  $12.79  
Postsecondary 

nondegree award  

Medical Assistants  180  16%  26  $13.47  
Postsecondary 

nondegree award  

Pharmacy Technicians  254   (26%)  26  $13.22  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Physical Therapist 

Assistants  
122  26%  22  $27.80  Associates degree  
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Mental Health and  

Substance Abuse Social 

Workers  
138   (25%)  19  $18.36  Master's degree  

Psychiatric Technicians  110  31%  18  $11.92  
Postsecondary 

nondegree award  

Medical and Health Services 

Managers  
150  18%  16  $41.35  Bachelor's degree  

Medical Secretaries and 

Administrative Assistants  
112  7%  16  $15.20  

H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Nurse Practitioners  128  65%  15  $47.75  Master's degree  

Pharmacists  172   (27%)  13  $58.31  
Doctoral or 

professional degree  

Dental Assistants  84  12%  13  $14.80  
Postsecondary 

nondegree award  

Anesthesiologists  93  219%  13  $17.72  
Doctoral or 

professional degree  

Source: EMSI Developer Datarun 2020.4   

Business Services and Management   
The business services and management cluster is composed of industries spanning the professional, 

scientific, and technical services; administrative and support and waste management and remediation 

services; management; and real estate, rental, and leasing sectors. The region’s business services cluster 

was composed of 4,425 jobs in 2020, which accounted for 7.2% of regional employment in 2020. This 

cluster added 557 jobs from 2015-2020, which marked 11% growth. The business services and 

management cluster surpassed expected job change by 284 jobs during this period, which is indicative of 

regional competitiveness. EMSI projects continued growth for this cluster over the next five-year period, 

with 572 additional jobs (13% growth) forecasted. The regional business services cluster was most 

specialized in the telemarketing bureaus and other contact centers (7.02 LQ), telephone answering 

services (4.74), and geophysical surveying and mapping services (4.72) industries in 2020. Finally, the 
business services and management cluster generated $310 million in 2019, which accounted for 5.9% of 

the region’s GRP.  

Customer service representatives (16% of sector employment), telemarketers (3.9%), and general office 

clerks (3.8%) were the largest occupations by employment within the business services and management 

cluster for 2020. Customer service representatives was also the most in-demand occupation within this 

cluster, with 245 openings in 2020 and 1,231 hires. General office clerks and secretaries and 

administrative assistants were the following most in-demand occupations with 190 and 96 openings for 
the same year, respectively. Table 7 details top in-demand business services and management 

occupations in Area One.  

Table 7: In-Demand Business Services and Management Occupations, Workforce Area One, 2020  

5-Digit SOC Occupation  
2020 

Jobs  
2015-2020 % 

Job Change  
Avg. Annual 

Openings  
Med. Hourly 

Wage  
Typical Entry  
Level Education  
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Customer Service 

Representatives  
1,488  4%  257  $11.34  

H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Office Clerks, General  1,318  (24%)  188  $12.60  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Secretaries and Administrative  
Assistants, Except Legal,  

Medical, and Executive  

766  (3%)  99  $14.22  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Landscaping and  

Groundskeeping Workers  
476  30%  89  $11.99  None  

Bookkeeping, Accounting, and 

Auditing Clerks  
616  (20%)  83  $15.03  

Some college, no 

degree  

Security Guards  250  (38%)  75  $13.07  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

First-Line Supervisors of Office 

and Administrative Support 

Workers  

593  (12%)  72  $20.26  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

General and Operations 

Managers  
597  (4%)  64  $38.65  

Bachelor's 

degree  

Telemarketers  188  38%  47  $12.17  None  

Tellers  291  (14%)  41  $12.00  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Accountants and Auditors  293  (15%)  37  $27.47  
Bachelor's 

degree  

Human Resources Specialists  202  9%  28  $23.84  
Bachelor's 

degree  

Project Management  

Specialists and Business  
Operations Specialists, All  

Other  

181  23%  23  $28.59  
Bachelor's 

degree  

Billing and Posting Clerks  159  (13%)  21  $15.80  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Refuse and Recyclable Material 

Collectors  
79  (25%)  19  $12.10  None  

Lawyers  227  8%  19  $40.92  
Doctoral or 

professional 

degree  

Management Analysts  118  (2%)  16  $30.09  
Bachelor's 

degree  

Loan Officers  142  9%  16  $23.92  
Bachelor's 

degree  

Buyers and Purchasing Agents  122  (0%)  16  $23.04  
Bachelor's 

degree  
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Market Research Analysts and 

Marketing Specialists  
102  11%  15  $25.94  

Bachelor's 

degree  

Financial Managers  128  6%  14  $46.40  
Bachelor's 

degree  

Interviewers, Except Eligibility 

and Loan  
61  (42%)  14  $13.09  

H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Executive Secretaries and  
Executive Administrative 

Assistants  

84  (41%)  13  $22.21  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Training and Development  
Specialists  

88  3%  13  $21.00  
Bachelor's 

degree  

Bill and Account Collectors  62  (27%)  12  $12.99  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Paralegals and Legal Assistants  87  10%  12  $14.93  
Associates 

degree  

Chief Executives  77  (41%)  11  $21.19  
Bachelor's 

degree  

Surveying and Mapping 

Technicians  
53  17%  10  $18.24  

H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Source: EMSI Developer 2020.4 Datarun   

Manufacturing  
Approximately 3,599 workers were employed across the regional manufacturing sector in 2020, which 

accounted for 5.9% of total employment. Employment in this sector grew by 14.2% (448 jobs) from 

2015-2020. The region’s manufacturing sector was competitive during this period, outperforming 

expected job growth by 121 jobs. EMSI projects 11% employment growth (395 jobs) for this sector over 

the next five-year period. The regional manufacturing sector had a location quotient of 0.75 in 2020, 

suggesting that employment in this sector was less concentrated in Area One compared to all regions of 

the nation during this year. The manufacturing sector supplied 7% ($363.8 million) of the region’s GRP in 

2019.   

Miscellaneous assemblers and fabricators (8.5% of sector employment), welders, cutters, solderers, and 
brazers (4.9%), and first-line supervisors of production and operating workers (4.1%) were the largest 

occupations by employment within the region’s manufacturing sector in 2020. These three occupations 

were also the most in-demand positions within the region’s manufacturing sector, with 69, 38, and 32 
openings in 2020, respectively. Table 8 details top in-demand manufacturing occupations in Area One.   

Table 8: In-Demand Manufacturing Occupations, Workforce Area One, 2020  

5-Digit SOC Occupation  
2020  
Jobs   

2015-2020 %  
Job Change   

Avg. Annual 

Openings   
Med. Hourly 

Wage  
Typical Entry Level 

Education   

Miscellaneous  

Assemblers and 

Fabricators  
403   (3%)  78  $13.98  H.S. Diploma or equiv.  

Welders, Cutters,  
Solderers, and Brazers  

267  48%  48  $16.83  H.S. Diploma or equiv.  
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Inspectors, Testers,  

Sorters, Samplers, and 

Weighers  
197  12%  34  $15.05  H.S. Diploma or equiv.  

First-Line Supervisors of 

Production and 

Operating Workers  
240  8%  33  $24.89  H.S. Diploma or equiv.  

Machinists  151   (17%)  25  $17.48  H.S. Diploma or equiv.  

Woodworking Machine  
Setters, Operators, and  

Tenders, Except Sawing  

95  109%  23  $12.68  H.S. Diploma or equiv.  

Sawing Machine  

Setters, Operators, and 

Tenders, Wood  

101  3%  21  $12.74  H.S. Diploma or equiv.  

Crushing, Grinding, and  

Polishing Machine  
Setters, Operators, and  

Tenders  

82  105%  18  $14.78  H.S. Diploma or equiv.  

Water and Wastewater  
Treatment Plant and  

System Operators  

118   (28%)  18  $17.34  H.S. Diploma or equiv.  

Computer Numerically  
Controlled Tool 

Operators  

78   (3%)  15  $18.66  H.S. Diploma or equiv.  

Helpers--Production 

Workers  
66   (7%)  15  $13.34  H.S. Diploma or equiv.  

Molding, Coremaking, 
and Casting Machine 
Setters, Operators, and  
Tenders, Metal and  
Plastic  

33  29%  12  $15.12  H.S. Diploma or equiv.  

Packaging and Filling 

Machine Operators and 

Tenders  
58   (33%)  12  $18.43  H.S. Diploma or equiv.  

Extruding and Drawing  
Machine Setters,  

Operators, and  

Tenders, Metal and  

Plastic  

12   (32%)  12  $19.63  H.S. Diploma or equiv.  

Cutting and Slicing  
Machine Setters,  
Operators, and  

Tenders  

48  349%  11  $15.24  H.S. Diploma or equiv.  

Source: EMSI Developer 2020.4 Datarun   
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The region’s manufacturing sector was dominated by four clusters in 2020: fabricated metal product 

manufacturing, machinery manufacturing, chemical manufacturing, and electronic component 
manufacturing. Information regarding employment, LQ, and GRP for each of these clusters can be found 

below.  

Machinery Manufacturing  

The region’s machinery manufacturing cluster was composed of 841 workers in 2020, which accounted 
for 23.4% of total manufacturing sector employment. This cluster saw 17% growth (125 jobs) from 

20152020. The regional fabricated metal product manufacturing cluster outperformed expected job 

change by 167 jobs during this period, indicating competitiveness. EMSI projects 11% employment 
growth (89 jobs) for this cluster over the next five-year period. This cluster was most specialized in the 

following industries in 2020: mining machinery and equipment manufacturing (182.87 LQ); industrial 

truck, tractor, trailer, stacker machinery manufacturing (9.59); and conveyor and conveying equipment 

manufacturing (2.61). Additionally, this cluster supplied 22% ($79.8 million) of the regional 

manufacturing sector’s GRP in 2019.   

Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing   

Approximately 773 workers were employed within the region’s fabricated metal product manufacturing 
cluster in 2020, which accounted for 21.5% of total manufacturing sector employment. This cluster saw 

11% growth (74 jobs) from 2015-2020. Employment growth in this cluster exceeded expectations by 79 

jobs, indicating regional competitiveness. EMSI projects 12% employment growth (93 jobs) for this 

cluster over the next five-year period. The regional fabricated metal product manufacturing cluster was 

highly specialized in the following industries in 2020: metal tank (heavy gauge) manufacturing (20.43 

LQ); plate work manufacturing (10.88); fabricated structural metal manufacturing (2.91); and ball and 

roller bearing manufacturing (2.72). This cluster supplied 17% ($61.1 million) of the regional 

manufacturing sector’s GRP in 2019.  

Chemical Manufacturing  

The region’s chemical manufacturing cluster was composed of 640 jobs in 2020, which accounted for  

17.8% of total manufacturing sector employment. This cluster saw 73% growth (269 jobs) from 
20152020. Employment growth in this cluster was competitive during this period; the regional chemical 

manufacturing cluster outperformed expected job growth by 247 jobs. EMSI projects 16% employment 

growth (106 jobs) for this cluster over the next five-year period. Explosives manufacturing (32.16 LQ), 

urethane and other foam product manufacturing (17.58), other concrete product manufacturing (5.38), 

petroleum and petroleum products merchant wholesalers (3.73), clay building material and refractories 

manufacturing (2.38), and all other miscellaneous nonmetallic mineral product manufacturing (1.94) 
were areas of distinct specialization in 2020. Additionally, this cluster generated $178.3 million in 2019, 

which accounted for 49% of the manufacturing sector’s GRP.  

Electronic Component Manufacturing  

Finally, 261 workers were employed within the region’s electronic component manufacturing cluster, 

which accounted for 7.2% of manufacturing sector employment. This cluster added 48 jobs from 

20152020 (23% growth), which surpassed expected job creation by 27 jobs. This is indicative of 

moderate regional competitiveness. EMSI projects 11% employment growth (30 jobs) for this cluster 

over the next five-year period (2020-2025). The power, distribution, and specialty transformer 

manufacturing and electronic connector manufacturing industries led this cluster in specialization in 

2020 with LQs of 22.81 and 3.68, respectively. Finally, the regional electronic component manufacturing 

cluster supplied 5.7% ($20.8 million) of the regional manufacturing sector’s GRP in 2019.  
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Construction   
Approximately 2,801 workers were employed across the region’s construction sector in 2020, which 
accounted for 4.6% of total employment. This sector was expected to see the addition of 908 jobs from 

2015-2020. Instead, employment fell by 445 jobs (13.7% decline) during this period. This indicates that 

the regional construction sector was not competitive. EMSI projects 8% employment decline (199 jobs) 
for this sector over the next five-year period. The construction sector had a location quotient of 0.81 in 

2020, suggesting that employment in this sector was less concentrated in Area One compared to all 

regions of the nation. Additionally, the construction sector supplied 3.8% ($196.4 million) of the region’s 

total GRP in 2019.  

Construction laborers (18.1% of sector employment), first-line supervisors of construction trades and 

extraction workers (8.5%), and carpenters (7.3%) were the largest occupations by employment within in 

the regional construction sector. Construction laborers (88 openings), operating engineers and other 

construction equipment operators (71), and first-line supervisors of construction trades and extraction 

workers (69) were the top in-demand occupations within this sector in 2020. Table 9 details top 

indemand construction occupations in Area One.  

Table 9: In-Demand Construction Occupations, Workforce Area One, 2020  

5-Digit SOC Occupation  
2020 

Jobs  

2015-2020 % 

Job Change  

Avg. Annual 

Openings  

Med. Hourly 

Wage  

Typical Entry  

Level Education   

Construction Laborers  582  (8%)  82  $12.83  None  

Operating Engineers and Other  
Construction Equipment 

Operators  
480  (28%)  71  $18.36  

H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

First-Line Supervisors of  

Construction Trades and 

Extraction Workers  
529  (9%)  69  $30.09  

H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Electricians  352  6%  59  $25.03  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Carpenters  234  (14%)  36  $15.51  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Highway Maintenance Workers  
206  9%  28  $15.97  

H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Plumbers, Pipefitters, and 

Steamfitters  
127  46%  22  $20.15  

H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Painters, Construction and 

Maintenance  
99  1%  14  $15.59  None  

Paving, Surfacing, and  

Tamping Equipment Operators  
52  53%  12  $16.98  

H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Construction Managers  104  (16%)  11  $35.59  
Bachelor's 

degree  

Sheet Metal Workers  56  27%  11  $15.60  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Source: EMSI Developer 2020.4 Datarun   
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Secondary Sectors  
Secondary sectors played a smaller, yet important role in the region’s economy. These sectors are either 
reliant on the presence of other sectors, such as transportation, or have experienced continued 

employment decline (mining and extraction).   

Mining and Extraction   
Approximately 3,206 workers were employed across the region’s mining and extraction sector in 2020. 

This sector accounted for 5.2% of regional employment for the same year. This sector was expected to 
eliminate 518 jobs from 2015-2020. A total of 1,078 jobs were actually eliminated during this period, 

suggesting that the regional sector is contracting at a faster pace than the national sector. EMSI projects 
7% employment decline (215 jobs) for this sector over the next five-year period. The regional mining and 

extraction sector had an LQ of 12.98 in 2020, suggesting that employment in this cluster is considerably 

more concentrated in Area One compared to the nation. Despite continued employment decline, the 

mining and extraction sector supplied 21% ($1.1 billion) of the region’s GRP in 2019.    

Continuous mining machine operators (15.4% of cluster employment), roof bolters (9.2%), and first-line 

supervisors of construction trades and extraction workers (7.1%) were the largest occupations by 

employment within the regional mining and extraction cluster in 2020. Continuous mining machine 

operators was also the most in-demand mining occupation for 2020, with 105 openings and 266 hires. 

Excavating and loading machine and dragline operators (51 openings) and roof bolters (47) were the 

following most in-demand mining occupations. Table 10 details top in-demand mining and extraction 
occupations in Area One.  

Table 10: In-Demand Mining and Extraction Occupations, Workforce Area One, 2020  

5-Digit SOC Occupation  
2020 

Jobs  

2015-2020 % 

Job Change  

Avg. Annual 

Openings  

Med. Hourly 

Wage  

Typical Entry  

Level Education  

Continuous Mining Machine 

Operators  
492  1%  105  $24.37  None  

First-Line Supervisors of  

Construction Trades and 

Extraction Workers  
529  (9%)  69  $30.09  

H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Roof Bolters, Mining  296  118%  65  $28.67  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Excavating and Loading Machine 

and Dragline Operators, Surface 

Mining  

178  (34%)  32  $18.14  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Loading and Moving Machine  

Operators, Underground Mining  
117  Insf. Data  27  $26.67  None  

Underground Mining Machine  

Operators and Extraction 

Workers, All Other  

38  (83%)  15  $19.01  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Rotary Drill Operators, Oil and 

Gas  
63  (29%)  13  $16.06  None  

Helpers—Extraction Workers  42  (74%)  13  $18.96  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  
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Source: EMSI Developer 2020.4 Datarun  

Transportation and Warehousing   
The region’s transportation and warehousing sector was composed of 1,435 workers in 2020, which 
accounted for 2.3% of regional employment. This sector was expected to see the addition of 1,467 jobs 

from 2015-2020. However, 547 jobs were eliminated during this period (27.6% decline), indicating no 

regional competitiveness. EMSI projects 11% employment decline (164 jobs) for this sector over the next 
five-year period. The transportation and warehousing sector had a location quotient of 0.61 in 2020, 

suggesting that employment in this sector was less concentrated in Area One compared to all regions of 

the nation. Furthermore, the transportation and warehousing sector generated $191.6 million in 2019, 
which accounted for 3.7% of the region’s GRP.  

Heavy and tractor-trailer truck drivers (39.4% of sector employment), laborers and freight, stock, and 

material movers (5%), and railroad conductors and yardmasters (4.6%) were the largest occupations by 

employment within in the regional transportation and warehousing industry. Heavy and tractor-trailer 
truck drivers was also the top in-demand occupation for this sector in 2020, with 159 openings and 716 

hires. Stockers and order fillers and laborers and freight, stock, and material movers were the following 

most in-demand occupations, with 124 openings and 91 openings, respectively. Table 11 details top in-

demand transportation and warehousing occupations in Area One.  

Table 11: In-Demand Transportation and Warehousing Occupations, Workforce Area One, 2020  

5-Digit SOC Occupation  
2020 

Jobs  
2015-2020 % 

Job Change  
Avg. Annual 

Openings  
Med. Hourly 

Wage  
Typical Entry Level 

Education  

Heavy and Tractor-Trailer 

Truck Drivers  
1,083  (12%)  155  $18.54  

Postsecondary 

nondegree award  

Stockers and Order Fillers  851  (13%)  128  $11.69  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Laborers and Freight, Stock, 

and Material Movers, Hand  
611  1%  101  $13.19  None  

Passenger Vehicle Drivers, 

Except Bus Drivers, Transit 

and Intercity  
521  (4%)  74  $13.29  

H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Cleaners of Vehicles and 

Equipment  
119  19%  25  $11.61  None  

Driver/Sales Workers  128  (20%)  21  $14.07  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

Industrial Truck and Tractor 

Operators  
129  (25%)  20  $15.58  None  

Shipping, Receiving, and 

Inventory Clerks  
158  (5%)  20  $16.42  

H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  

First-Line Supervisors of  

Transportation and Material  
Moving Workers, Except  
Aircraft Cargo Handling  

Supervisors  

138  2%  18  $23.96  
H.S. Diploma or 

equiv.  
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Logisticians  57  135%  11  $31.63  Bachelor's degree  

Source: EMSI Developer 2020.4 Datarun   

Information Technology  
Information technology businesses belong to a number of different 2-digit sectors, including information, 
professional, scientific, and technical services, etc. OED used the Purdue information technology and 

telecommunications cluster to define and analyze the regional cluster. The regional information 

technology cluster was composed of 1,003 jobs in 2020, which accounted for 1.6% of total employment. 

This cluster was expected to create 116 jobs from 2015-2020. Instead, 278 jobs were eliminated across 

this sector, indicating no competitiveness. EMSI projects 6% growth (62 jobs) across this sector for the 

next five-year period. Computer systems design services (1.25 LQ) was the only industry in this cluster to 
have an LQ exceeding 1.0 in 2020. The information technology cluster had a GRP of $122.2 million in 

2019, which accounted for 2.3% of the region’s GRP.   

Electricians (11.6% of cluster employment), computer user support specialists (8.2%), and software 

developers and software quality assurance analysts and testers (7.2%) were the largest occupations by 
employment within the regional information technology cluster. These three occupations were also the 

top in-demand occupations for this cluster, with 56, 31, and 22 openings in 2020, respectively. Table 12 

details top in-demand information technology occupations in Area One.  

Table 12: In-Demand Information Technology Occupations, Workforce Area One, 2020  

5-Digit SOC Occupation  2020 

Jobs   
2015-2020 % 

Job Change   

Avg.  

Annual  
Openings   

Med.  

Hourly 

Wage  

Typical Entry  
Level Education   

Computer User Support Specialists  267  11%  32  $18.99  
Some college, no 

degree  

Software Developers and Software  
Quality Assurance Analysts and 

Testers  

161  2%  23  $43.08  
Bachelor's 

degree  

Computer Systems Analysts  138   (13%)  17  $34.65  
Bachelor's 

degree  

Graphic Designers  63  9%  12  $18.25  
Bachelor's 

degree  

Network and Computer Systems 

Administrators  
101   (19%)  10  $30.04  

Bachelor's 

degree  

Source: EMSI Developer, 2020.4 Datarun  

In-Demand Skills and Qualifications  

Educational Attainment   
Educational attainment was varied for individuals aged over 25 in Area One (Table 13). Area One had a 

considerably larger portion of residents without a high school diploma compared to the state (11%) and 

nation (13%). Furthermore, the state (38%) and nation (31%) saw more than double the proportion of 
people aged over 25 with a bachelor’s degree or higher compared to Area One.   
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Table 13: Education Attainment, Population Aged 25 Years or More, Workforce Area One, Virginia, and 

United States, 2020  

  Area One  Virginia  Nation  

Less than 9th Grade  12%  5%  6%  

9th-12th Grade  12%  6%  7%  

High School Diploma  35%  24%  27%  

Some College  20%  19%  21%  

Associates Degree  8%  7%  8%  

Bachelor's Degree  8%  21%  19%  

Graduate Degree or Higher   4%  16%  12%  

Source: EMSI Developer 2020.4 Datarun   

As mentioned above, 24% of individuals aged over 25 in Area One did not possess a high school diploma. 

Half of those individuals had only a middle-school education, if that. These individuals are among the 

most likely to be skills deficient. A 2003 study by the National Center for Education Statistics estimated 
that 15% of Adults in Area One lacked basic literacy skills. This compares to 12% of adults in Virginia and 

12% of adults in the United States for the same year.   

Education Pipeline  
Secondary Education   
There were 8,065 high school students in Area One during the 2019-2020 academic year, according to 

the Virginia Department of Education (VDOE). This compares to 8,822 high school students during the 
2015-2016 academic year. A total of 1,498 high school students (18% enrollment) completed a CTE 

program during the 2017-2018 academic year. Popular programs included: information support and 

services (152 completers); business information management (117); and construction (52). Additionally, 
1,508 high school students (18.7% of enrollment) participated in a dual-enrollment program with a 

regional community college during the 2019-2020 academic year.   

OED used 2019 cohort data to better understand high school completion trends in Area One. Cohort data 

tracks students for four years; from their freshman year to graduation. There were 2,114 students in the 
2015-2019 cohort in Area One; approximately 94.1% of these students graduated on-time and 3.4% 

dropped out over the course of the four-year observation period. This compares to an on-time 

graduation rate of 92.5% and dropout rate of 5.1% for the state’s 2019 cohort.   

The majority (73%) of 2019 high school graduates in Area One had plans to continue their education. 
Approximately 42% of graduates planned to attend a 2-year college; 28% planned to attend a 4-year 

college; and 2.7% had other continuing education plans. Over a quarter of graduates did not plan to 

continue their education: 21.6% planned on joining the workforce following graduation; 2% planned on 
enlisting in the military; and 3.2% had no post-graduation plans. Students in Area One were far more 

likely to enroll in 2-year colleges compared to the state (25.2%). Regional students were also more likely 
to enter the labor force upon graduation compared to the state (12.7%).   

Postsecondary Education   
There were 1,171 completions for postsecondary academic programs requiring up to two years of study 

in Area One for 2019, according to EMSI. Total completions for these programs fell by 18.6% from 1,438 
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in 2014. Completions for 1-year academic programs increased by 14.4% from 2014-2019; completions 

for 1-2-year academic programs decreased by 61%; and completions for associates degree programs 
remained somewhat stable. Table 14 details the top five 1-year, 1-2-year, and 2-year programs by 

completion for 2019.   

Table 14: Top Postsecondary Education Programs by Completion, Workforce Area One, 2019  

6-Digit CIP Program  
2019  

Completions  

% 2019  

Completions  

1-Year Programs    

Allied Health Diagnostic, Intervention, and Treatment Professions, 

Other  
161  36.3%  

Clinical/Medical Laboratory Technician  36  8.1%  

Electrical, Electronic and Communications Engineering 

Technology/Technician  
35  7.9%  

Child Care Provider/Assistant  34  7.7%  

Welding Technology/Welder  28  6.3%  

1-2-Year Programs    

Liberal Arts and Sciences, General Studies and Humanities, Other  93  49.5%  

Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurse Training  39  20.7%  

Allied Health Diagnostic, Intervention, and Treatment Professions, 

Other  
15  8%  

Health and Medical Administrative Services, Other  11  5.9%  

Criminal Justice/Law Enforcement Administration  6  3.2%  

2-Year Programs    

Liberal Arts and Sciences/Liberal Studies  238  44.2%  

Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse  118  21.9%  

Occupational Therapist Assistant  20  3.7%  

Business Operations Support and Secretarial Services, Other  16  3%  

Criminal Justice/Law Enforcement Administration  14  2.6%  

Source: EMSI Developer 2020.4 Datarun   

There was a disconnect between completions and demand in Area One. Programs with a greater number 

of completions tended to be related to occupations with lower openings. Completions exceeded annual 

job openings for occupations related to healthcare and liberal arts and sciences programs, which were 

among the region’s most popular. For example, there were 176 completions for allied health diagnostic, 
intervention, and treatment profession programs in Area One despite only 24 openings. Alternatively, a 

number of programs with lower or no completions were related to occupations with high annual 
openings. Completions for technical programs, such as construction trades and welding, and correctional 

officer programs were considerably lower than the number of job openings in related occupations. For 
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instance, there were no completions for electrician programs in Area One despite 150 openings in 

related occupations.  

In-Demand Skills, Credentials, and Qualifications   

Total Job Postings   
Jobs are typically posted across a multitude of webpages, job boards, etc. This creates multiple postings 
for the same job. For instance, there were 120,370 postings for 35,631 available jobs in Area One for 

2019. Just under half (45%) of all jobs posted in Area One were located in Tazewell County and Wise 

County. Approximately 73% of jobs in Area One did not list an educational requirement in 2019, although 
this does not guarantee that a certain level of education is not required or expected. Of the 2019 job 

postings that did list an educational requirement: 11.5% called for a high school diploma or equivalent; 

3.7% called for an associate degree; and 11.7% called for a bachelor’s degree or higher. Similarly, 72% of 
jobs posted in Area One did not list an experience requirement in 2019, although 25% called for 1-3 

years of experience and 3% called for more than four years of experience.   

In-demand qualifications tend to be specific to individual industries and occupations; information 

regarding in-demand qualifications for target sectors can be found below. Commercial Driver’s Licenses 
(CDL) and other transportation-specific qualifications were the most sought after by hiring employers in  

Area One, according to job posting data. An array of nursing certifications also appeared frequently in 

2019 job postings. Similar to qualifications, hard skills tended to align with specific industries and 
occupations. Nevertheless, the top-five in-demand hard skills in Area One were related to  

transportation, sales, restaurant operations, and nursing. In-demand soft skills were more universal. For 

instance, customer service, communication, and sales skills appeared in 15%, 13%, and 12% of all 2019 
postings, respectively.    

Health Care and Social Assistance  
There were 10,611 postings for 2,491 job openings within the region’s health care and social assistance 

sector during 2019. More than half of these postings were for jobs located in Tazewell County or Wise 

County. Approximately 58% of 2019 health care postings listed an educational requirement; 18.3% called 

for a high school diploma or equivalent; 15.8% called for an associate degree; and 23.6% called for a 

bachelor’s degree or higher. LPN certification was the most in-demand qualification. Certified nursing 

assistant (CNA), patient care technician, and Bachelor of Science degree in nursing (BSN) certifications 

were also in demand. Approximately 22% of health care postings called for nursing skills. CPR, 

rehabilitation, and mental health skills were also frequently listed hard skills. Communication, the 
possession of a valid driver’s license, and customer service skills were the most in-demand soft skills for 

health care and social assistance postings in Area One.   

Business Services & Management   
There were 23,444 job postings for 6,354 job openings within the region’s business services and 

management cluster in 2019. About half of job postings for this cluster were for positions located in 

Tazewell County and Wise County. The majority of business services and management job postings (68%) 

did not list an education requirement in 2019. Approximately 18% of business services and management 
job postings called for a bachelor’s degree or higher; a smaller 9% called for a high school diploma or 

equivalent; and 4% called for an associate degree. Many of these postings did not call for a specific 

qualification, although 31% of business services and management job postings required some 
experience. Top hard skills were related to call center positions, including cold calling and customer 
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relationship management (CRM). Similarly, top soft skills included communication, sales, leadership, 

customer service, and management.  

Manufacturing   
There were 1,319 postings for 439 available jobs within the region’s manufacturing sector in 2019. It is 
important to note that manufacturing, construction, and mining jobs are not always posted on 

traditional job boards and this data likely underrepresents the number of available jobs. Therefore, 
VTOED used job openings data to better understand in-demand manufacturing qualifications. VTOED 

identified 15 in-demand manufacturing occupations in Area One for 2020. There were 375 job openings 

across these 15 occupations: miscellaneous assemblers and fabricators (78 openings); welders, cutters, 
solderers, and brazers (48); and inspectors, testers, sorters, samplers, and weighers (34) were the most 

in-demand. There were also a considerable number of openings for machinists and various machine and 

tool operators, setters, and tenders during the same year.   

VTOED analyzed the educational attainment and common knowledge, skills, and abilities for the top-five 
in-demand manufacturing occupations in Area One to better understand the requirements for these 

positions. Educational attainment was varied. Lower-skill occupations, such as assemblers and 

inspectors, were more likely to require a high school diploma. Middle to higher-skill occupations, such as 
welders, machinists, and supervisors, were more likely to require a postsecondary award or associates 

degree. The vast majority of workers belonging to these occupations did not possess a bachelor’s 

degree. Workers belonging to these occupations were knowledgeable about mechanics, production, and  

processing. Additionally, operation, monitoring, coordination, and listening skills as well as 

comprehension, information ordering, and control precision abilities were also necessary for these 

manufacturing occupations.  

Construction   
There were 1,783 postings for 807 available construction jobs in Area One for 2019. As mentioned above, 

job posting data tends to underrepresent the number of construction postings. OED used job openings 
data to better understand in-demand construction qualifications. OED identified 11 in-demand 

construction occupations in Area One for 2020. There were 416 openings across these occupations: 

construction laborers (82 openings); operating engineers and other construction equipment operators 

(71); and first-line supervisors of construction trades workers (69) were the most in-demand. There were 

also a number of openings for electricians, carpenters, plumbers, highway and paving workers, and 

construction managers.   

OED analyzed the educational attainment and common knowledge, skills, and abilities for the top-five in-
demand construction occupations in Area One to better understand the requirements for these 

positions. Lower to middle-skill construction occupations were more likely to require a high school 

diploma or equivalent; a considerable portion of more labor-intensive construction occupations required 

less. Knowledge of building and construction was fundamental to these occupations.  

Additionally, coordination skills and physical strength and dexterity were similarly important. Middle-skill 
and managerial positions, such as electricians and first-line supervisors, were far more likely to require a 

postsecondary award or higher, although a small number of workers attained bachelor’s degrees. Similar 

to lower-skill construction occupations, building and construction and mechanical knowledge are 

important to these occupations. However, higher-skill construction occupations required 

troubleshooting, critical thinking, and personnel management skills.   
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Mining and Extraction   
There were 383 job postings for 48 mining and extraction jobs in Area One for 2019. Similar to 
manufacturing and construction, annual openings data suggest that the number of job postings for 

mining and extraction jobs underrepresents the number of available jobs in this sector. Therefore, 

VTOED used job opening data to better understand in-demand mining and extraction qualifications.  

VTOED identified eight in-demand mining and extraction occupations in Area One for 2020. There were 

340 job openings across these occupations: continuous mining machine operators (105 openings); first-

line supervisors of extraction workers (69); and mining roof bolters (65) were the most in-demand. 
Machine and drill operators and various helpers were also in-demand, albeit to a lesser extent.   

VTOED analyzed the educational attainment and common knowledge, skills, and abilities for the top-five 
in-demand mining and extraction occupations in Area One to better understand the requirements for 

these positions. The majority of workers belonging to mining occupations did not possess more than a 

high school diploma or equivalent. A small number of workers attained postsecondary awards and 

bachelor’s degrees, although these workers tended to be in supervisory occupations. Similar to 

construction and manufacturing, mechanical knowledge was fundamental to mining occupations. In that 
many of these occupations are related to machine operation, precision, control, and monitoring skills 

were common. Finally, abilities related to vision and oral comprehension and reaction time were 

demanded of workers in this field.  

Transportation and Warehousing   
Job postings for transportation and warehousing positions accounted for nearly half of all postings in 

Area One for 2019; there were 42,864 postings for 13,607 available jobs. It is important to note that 

large, national trucking companies such as C.R. England, CRST International, and Schnieder post jobs at 
extremely high frequencies, especially in rural and/or disadvantaged areas. These jobs are oftentimes 

not counted in the region in which they are posted in that these firms are headquartered elsewhere. 

Additionally, independently contracted drivers are underreported by Quarterly Census of Earnings and 
Wages data. Overall, it is likely that the number of “available” transportation jobs in Area One is greatly 

inflated and industry employment for the transportation and warehousing sector does not totally 
represent the actual number of workers in this regional industry.   

Nevertheless, transportation job postings were more evenly distributed throughout the region, although 

Tazewell, Buchanan, and Lee County supplied the majority of these postings. Upwards of 99% of postings 

for transportation and warehousing jobs did not include an education requirement. In-demand 

qualifications included various CDL certifications and endorsements, such as CDL-A, flatbed drivers, team 

drivers, and local and regional drivers. Top hard skills included flatbed truck operation, over-the-road 

driving, truckload shipping, and familiarity with collision avoidance systems. Soft skills included a good 
driving record, customer service, communication, and loading and unloading skills.   

Information Technology   
Job postings data is not available for the cluster definition that VTOED used to analyze the region’s 

information and technology and telecommunications cluster earlier in this document. Therefore, VTOED 

utilized job postings data from this cluster’s largest components: the information sector (NAICS 51) and 
the professional, scientific, and technical services sector (NAICS 56). There were 8,863 job postings for 

1,975 available jobs within the region’s information and professional, scientific, and technical services 

sectors for 2019. Nearly two-thirds of these postings were for jobs located in Tazewell, Wise, and Russell 
County. Approximately 55% of job postings for these two sectors did not list an education requirement, 
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although 25% of jobs called for a high school diploma or equivalent; 4% of jobs called for an associates 

degree; and 16% called for a bachelor’s degree or higher. Product certification, and proprietary 
certifications from Cisco and Microsoft were frequently demanded qualifications for these positions. 

Hard skills were more general for these positions. For instance, customer experience, customer 

satisfaction, billing, and call center skills were listed on half of 2019 postings. Soft skills were similar, with 
60% of postings calling for customer service skills, and approximately 40% of postings calling for sales 

and communication skills.    

WORKFORCE SUPPLY ANALYSIS  
Jobs and Resident Workers   
Employment is a measure of the total number of jobs contained within a region. A resident worker is 

someone who is employed and living in a region, but may work outside of that region. Area One housed 

60,810 jobs and 70,381 resident workers in 2020, according to EMSI. Tazewell County and Wise County 

accounted for a combined 46.8% of regional jobs and 49.5% of the region’s resident workers for the 
same year. Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of employment across Area I; darker-colored counties 

contain more jobs whereas lighter-colored counties contain fewer jobs.   

Figure 2: Employment by County, Workforce Area One, 2020   

 

Source: EMSI Developer 2020.4 Datarun   

Commuting Patterns   
A portion of resident workers living in Area One must travel outside of the region for employment; the 

supply of resident workers in Area One exceeded regional employment. Census data suggest that 39.7% 
of resident workers in Area One worked outside of the region in 2018. Popular destinations for resident 

workers out-commuting from Area One were Sullivan County, TN, Washington County, VA, and Mercer 
County, WV. Approximately 13% of workers living in Area One were employed in these three counties in 

2018. Alternatively, 28.3% of jobs in Area One were held by nonresident workers during the same year. 

Approximately 9.5% of regional jobs were held by workers living in Washington County, VA, Mercer 

County, WV, and Sullivan County, TN. It is important to note that decline in regional employment (-4.3% 

or -2,726 workers) outpaced decline in resident workers (-3% or -2,158 residents) from 2015 to 2020. 

This might suggest that resident workers are becoming increasingly dependent on out-of-region 
employers for work.   
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Labor Force Participation  
Area One had a civilian noninstitutionalized population of 161,039 in 2019, according to the American 

Community Survey (ACS). This number is reflective of the total number of individuals that could 
participate in the workforce. Area One saw a labor force participation rate (LFP) of 46.7% in 2019, 

according to the Virginia Employment Commission (VEC). This compares to an LFP of 46.8% in 2015. LFP 

in Area One was considerably lower than that of the state (63.1%) and nation (63.1%) for the same year 
(Figure 3).   

Figure 3: Labor Force Participation Rate, Workforce Area One, Virginia, and United States, 2014-2019  

 

Source: Virginia Employment Commission & Bureau of Labor Statistics    

Approximately 40.9% of individuals aged between 20-64 in Area One did not work in 2019. Women (45% 

did not work) were more likely to not work than men (37%). Area One had a proportionally greater 

number of nonworkers in 2019 compared to the state (20.2%) and nation (22.4%). The average median 

age of workforce participants in Area One was 40.5 years of age in 2019, according to the ACS. Workers 

aged between 35-44 accounted for the largest portion of the region’s workforce (21.8%). Approximately 

6.4% of regional workers were approaching retirement age (60-65) and 6.2% of workers were above 
retirement age. More than 90% of workers aged between 25-64 in Area One possessed at least a high 

school diploma or equivalent in 2019; 33.2% possessed only a high school diploma; 37.9% had some 
college experience or an associate degree; and 20.8% possessed a bachelor’s degree or higher.  

Several factors appeared to be correlated with higher and lower LFP in Area One, including age, gender, 
poverty status, disability, and educational attainment. Younger people were the most likely to 

participate in the region’s workforce; approximately 66% of people aged between 20-44 participated in 

the labor force. Labor force participation was lower for residents aged between 45-64, with 44.6% 
participating in the labor force. Working age (20-64) men were more likely to participate in the region’s 

labor force (59.1% LFP) compared to women (53.8%). Working aged women with children, however, 
were among the most likely groups to participate (63.2% LFP). Disabled (24% LFP) and impoverished 

residents (29.2%) and residents that did not possess a high school diploma or equivalency (26.3%) were 

the least likely to participate in the region’s labor force in 2019.  Alternatively, residents living above the 

FPL were among the most likely to participate in the region’s labor force (68.4%). Furthermore, LFP 

increased with educational attainment; residents with high school diplomas, associates degrees, or 

bachelor’s degrees or higher had LFPs of 51.6%, 64.1%, and 78.9%, respectively.  
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Unemployment & Underemployment   
Area One saw an annual unemployment rate of 4.3% in 2019, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics 

(BLS). This compares to an annual unemployment rate of 7.8% in 2015. Annual unemployment was 
higher in Area One compared to the state (3.2%) and nation (3.7%) in 2019. The economic ramifications 

of the Coronavirus Pandemic have resulted in higher-than-average unemployment for all regions of  

Virginia. Unemployment in Area One averaged 7.6% for the first nine months of 2020, according to the 

BLS. This was higher compared to statewide unemployment (6%) for the same duration. Figure 4 

compares monthly unemployment for Area One, Virginia, and the United States for the first nine months 

of 2020.   

Figure 4: Monthly Unemployment, Workforce Area One, Virginia, and United States, Jan.-Sep. 2020  

 

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics LAU  

Similar to labor force participation, several factors appeared to be correlated with higher and lower 

unemployment in Area One, including age, poverty, and educational attainment. Younger workers were 

more likely to be unemployed in 2019, according to the ACS; approximately 10.4% of workers aged 

between 20-44 were unemployed compared to 2.6% of workers aged between 45-64. Workers aged 

between 20-64 and living below the FPL were the most likely to be unemployed in Area One for 2019. 
Approximately 32.3% of these workers were unemployed. Alternatively, workers in the same age group 

living above the FPL had one of the lowest unemployment rates at 4% for the same year. Finally, 

unemployment was higher for groups with lower educational attainment in Area One. For instance, 
12.8% of workers with only a high school diploma or equivalent were unemployed compared to 5.5% of 

workers with some college or an associate degree and 3.1% of workers with a bachelor’s degree or 

higher.   

Similar to labor force participation, several factors appeared to be correlated with higher and lower 

unemployment in Area One, including age, poverty, and educational attainment. Younger workers were 

more likely to be unemployed in 2019, according to the ACS; approximately 10.4% of workers aged 

between 20-44 were unemployed compared to 2.6% of workers aged between 45-64. Workers aged 
between 20-64 and living below the FPL were the most likely to be unemployed in Area One for 2019; 

32.3% of these workers were unemployed. Alternatively, workers in the same age group living above the 
FPL had one of the lowest unemployment rates at 4% for the same year. Finally, unemployment was 

higher for groups with lower educational attainment in Area One. For instance, 12.8% of workers with 

only a high school diploma or equivalent were unemployed compared to 5.5% of workers with some 
college or an associate degree and 3.1% of workers with a bachelor’s degree or higher.   
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ACS data estimate that 63.6% of workers aged between 16-64 in Area One worked full-time, year-round 

in 2019. Men were more likely to hold full-time positions (58.2%) compared to women (41.8%) during 
the same year. Workers in Area One were less likely to work full time compared to the state (68.5%) and 

nation (66.4%). The remaining 36.4% of workers aged between 16-64 in Area One worked at some 

parttime capacity in 2019. This was higher compared to the state (31.5%) and nation (33.6%).  

Underemployment captures workers who are overqualified for their current position and part-time 

workers that would prefer to work full-time. The Virginia Economic Development Partnership (VEDP) 

estimated that 5,714 workers in Area One were underemployed September of 2019. Underemployed 
workers accounted for 8.3% of the region’s labor force during that year.   

Employment Barriers   
Access to childcare, transportation, and broadband/internet were three barriers to employment noted in 

conversations with regional workforce stakeholders. The Center for American Progress (CAP) lists access 

to childcare as a leading barrier to labor force participation for young families and especially women. 

Parents of young children must choose to either pay high prices for childcare or exit the workforce to 

become full-time caregivers. The average annual cost of childcare in Virginia was $14,063 for infant care 
and $10,867 for 4-year-old care, according to the Economic Policy Institute (EPI). Costs can quickly 

double for families with more than one child. The childcare issue is further exacerbated by a low supply 

of childcare providers, many of which only cater to a traditional work schedule. A CAP study estimated 

that two million parents made career sacrifices due to childcare complications in 2016.   

ACS data estimate that 36,877 children aged under 17 lived in Area One in 2019. Furthermore, 11,158 

children (30%) were aged under 5 years old. There were 21 child daycare establishments in Area One in 

2020, according to EMSI. Combining this data yields a ratio of 531 children under the age of five for each 

daycare facility in Area One, which strongly indicates a lack of childcare in this region. Furthermore, 

Buchanan, Lee, and Scott County did not contain a single daycare establishment. For those parents that 

have access to childcare in this region, costs can be burdensome. VTOED used an average of childcare 

costs for Virginia, Tennessee, Kentucky, and West Virginia to calculate childcare costs in that this region 

does not carry the same cost of living as Virginia. VTOED generated an average cost of $9,485/year for 
infant care and $8,098/year for 4-year-old care using EPI data. This figure represents 18% of the region’s 

median household income in 2019 ($51,824) for infant care and 15.6% for 4-year-old care. The 

prevalence of single parent households in Area One further complicates this issue. These households 
accounted for 16.5% of all households in Area One and were among the most likely to earn below the 

FPL. For instance, approximately 41% of single female-headed households in Area One lived below the 

FPL in 2019. These households experience the greatest need for childcare, however, widespread poverty 

and lower-than-average wages make unsubsidized childcare largely unavailable to these parents.   

Transportation is another notable barrier in this region. ACS data suggest that 8.6% (6,563) of 

households in Area One lacked access to a personal or shared vehicle in 2019. This compares to 6.1% for 

the state and 8.6% for the nation for the same year. Approximately 95% of workers in Area One used a 
personal or shared vehicle to commute to work in 2019. Additionally, 2% of workers lacked access to a 

vehicle during the same year. Workers in Area One were more likely to own a car and drive to work 

compared to the state, where 2.7% of workers did not have a car and 85.7% drove to work. It is 

important to note that Area One is rural and isolated, making vehicle ownership a necessity. Meanwhile, 

a large proportion of Virginia’s households exist in more urban settings where vehicle ownership is not 
as necessary due to the presence of public and alternative transportation. For instance, 9.1% of workers 

in Virginia commuted to work by walking, riding a bicycle or motorcycle, or using a taxicab or public 
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transportation. These options are limited, if it all available in Area One, where a much smaller 2.5% of 

workers relied on alternative transportation to commute.    

Finally, access to technology and broadband is another notable barrier to employment in Area One. The 
Coronavirus Pandemic has placed an increasing importance on worker’s abilities to work from home or 

remotely. This is especially true for certain industries and occupations where an on-site presence is not 

crucial to the responsibilities of a worker. Approximately 2.7% of workers in Area One worked from 

home in 2019. This was lower compared to the state (5.2% worked from home) and nation (5.2%) for the 

same year. Lacking consistent and reliable internet access is a considerable barrier to working from 

home. ACS data estimate that 64.3% of households in Area One had internet service in 2019. This was 
lower compared to the state (84.3%) and nation (83%) for the same year. It is important to note that 

15.4% of households with internet service in Area One relied on a cellular device to access the internet 
rather than a traditional broadband or satellite internet connection.  

PROGRAMMATIC SUPPLY ANALYSIS  
Workforce development activities to address education and skill needs of 

workforce and employment needs of businesses 
The Southwest Virginia Workforce Development Board (SWVAWDB) has repeatedly demonstrated a 

capacity for delivering high-quality workforce development services both internally as a service provider 

and also through its robust partner network. The following section details a sampling of workforce 
development activities aimed at meeting the skill needs of the workforce and the employment needs of 

regional businesses:   

• Labor Market Information and Analysis: SWVAWDB partners with the Virginia Tech Office of 

Economic Development to provide timely updates of LMI data, which is in turn made available to 

businesses and jobseekers. This relationship also allows the Board to access proprietary data on-

demand to better understand trends and overcome the limitations of publicly available data. 

• National Career Readiness Certification: The National Career Readiness Certificate (NCRC) 

Program is offered as an individual validation of work-readiness. The NCRC program is the ACT 

developed skill database that contains over 21,000 detailed job profiles. ACT-trained profilers 

analyze jobs with the help of subject matter experts to define the tasks and skills needed to 

perform the job successfully. The Board has taken stride towards implementing testing and 
certifying the localities within Area One.   

• Business Outreach: The Board’s two Business Solutions Teams regularly interface with regional 
employers to better understand labor and technical needs. These teams work collaboratively 

across a robust partner network to provide regional businesses with the services they need to be 

successful.   

  

With the decline in the coal economy of the Area and the parallel rise in local needs, the SWVAWDB has 

moved quickly to embrace regional partners and join in collaborative efforts to increase its resources 

and, consequently, expand its ability to respond to additional needs in the workforce development 
system.   

Grant initiatives now available to the Area as a result of these efforts include:   
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• COVID-19 Response Activities: SWVAWDB is engaging directly with regional businesses to offer 

state and federally funded support during the COVID-19 pandemic.  Some small business 
initiative funding was provided to assist in cleaning and added technology to support virtual 

work.  Free workshops, seminars and training events are offered as new funding opportunities 

and challenges arise.  

• R.O.P.E.S. Ballad Health/Radford University: R.O.P.E.S. (Recovery Opportunities and Pathways 

to Employment Success) is a comprehensive workforce program that will target the specific 

challenges of individuals who are in recovery from substance abuse and need assistance 

reentering the workforce. With a $1.5 million grant award from the Appalachian Regional 
Commission, SWVAWDB is working with regional partners to address barriers to employment 

such as housing needs, driver’s license/transportation issues, soft skills training, resume and job 
interview preparation, vocational skills training, work experience/internships with local 

employers. State-of-the-art recovery support programs are being offered concurrently to 

support the continuing recovery of the participants. Through this program, participants will gain 
access and connection to services in the region that will help them reintegrate successfully.  

• Reconnect: Drug Courts/Probation and Parole Officers: This work is a continuation and 

expansion of Just Hire One, an initiative designed to prepare ex-offenders to enter and retain 

employment, obtain financial stability, and enter an in-demand career path. Through this 

initiative, area employers agree to "just hire one" ex-offender who has successfully completed 

the career readiness, life skills, and internship components of the program. A psychosocial 

assessment is conducted for each participant and a service plan developed in response.  Funding 
is provided for line items that often go unattended – deposits and first month’s rent, 

prescriptions for nonpain medication, dental work, VASAP classes, transportation.  

• LETS Train Initiative: This initiative, funded by the Thompson Charitable Foundation, provides 

living expenses in the form of a monthly stipend to dislocated coal industry workers in Buchanan 

and Tazewell Counties who have enrolled, or who plan to enroll, in an occupational skills training 

program. Laid-off coal industry workers often cite their "need to work" as a major reason for not 

enrolling in intermediate-term training because it often exceeds the length of time that they may 
draw unemployment insurance benefits. The LETS Train Initiative will provide $1,200 per month 

as a minimum subsistence payment for up to 5 months while in training. To be eligible, 

applicants must:  

o Live in Buchanan County or Tazewell County; and  

o Have been laid-off from a coal mining company, a coal-fired power plant, or a coal 

supply chain company; and  

o Have exhausted or are no longer receiving unemployment insurance benefits; or o If 

currently working, earn 80% or less now than what they earned when employed by a 

coal-related business; and  

o Have applied for any available social services assistance, such as Supplemental Nutrition  

Assistance Program (SNAP), Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF), and Fuel 

Assistance; and agree to receive counsel and planning in budgeting, credit repair, and 

savings plans.  
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Youth Services   
The SWVAWDB youth program is designed to help youth access employment, education, training and 

supportive services to succeed in the workplace and match employers with the skilled workers they need 
to compete in the global economy.  

Local area’s strategy for ensuring the availability of comprehensive services for all youth  
The Southwest Virginia Workforce Development Board’s (SWVAWDB) youth services program is 

designed to help youth access employment, education, training and supportive services to succeed in the 

workplace and match employers with the skilled workers they need to compete in the global economy. 

Eligible youth, as defined by WIOA will, upon entering into the program, be assessed by Workforce 

Development Specialists (WDS). Youth are required to take a TABE test (or other SWVAWDB approved 
standardized academic assessment tool such as GAIN) to determine their academic level. The WDS will 

determine skill levels through discussions with the youth client, reviewing past work history and informal 

assessment tools. Service needs will be determined through one-on-one interaction with the WDS and 

an individual career plan will be developed for the youth as a customized career pathway guide. 

Development of the individual career plan will ensure all eligible youth receive access to the required 
program elements and activities during their enrollment in the WIOA Youth Program.  

SWVAWDB leverages its extensive partner network to ensure that youth services are readily available to 

qualifying young people in Area One. SWVAWDB has at least one service provider for each of the 

fourteen youth services elements. For example, SWVAWDB has a memorandum of understanding (MOU) 

with their adult education partners to service the adult education and GED element.    

How the area will identify and select successful providers of youth activities and delivery 

of the fourteen youth program elements required under WIOA  
SWVAWDB is the contracted provider for Youth Services and manages the delivery of the fourteen (14) 

youth program elements. Additionally, SWVAWDB serves as a convening point for other youth service 
providers that offer a number of programs that may be beneficial for participants in WIOA programs in 

terms of supportive services. These include, among others, business and consumer loans, small business 

education, Individual Development Accounts, Head Start early childhood education, homelessness 

services, and affordable housing. In addition, SWVAWDB relies on established partnerships for additional 

services to meet participant needs and provide the full 14 program elements. Among these are 

Lonesome Pine Office on Youth for mentoring services, Frontier Health and HIS Ministry for substance 

abuse and mental health counseling, and local adult education/GED preparation programs.  

Strategies to ensure that all eligible WIOA youth receive access to the required elements 

and activities during their enrollment in the WIOA youth program  
In accordance with the goals of the Local Plan, WDS help participants develop an individual career plan 

to ensure all eligible youth receive access to the required service elements and activities during their 
enrollment in the WIOA youth program. All youth who enter the program receive an objective 

assessment (to include SWVAWDB approved assessment tools) that is the basis for developing an 

individual service plan. All 14 elements of the WIOA program can be incorporated into the service plan as 
needed. Supportive services are offered based on need in order to facilitate participation in education 

and employment opportunities. The provider has established relationships with local agencies.  

Participants are advised to apply for assistance through these partners before receiving services through 
WIOA:  
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• Partnerships such as those already in place with community college financial aid offices and 

Department for Aging and Rehabilitative Services will be cultivated so that referrals may be 
made for individuals who are ineligible for WIOA services.  

• In partnership with Flatwoods Job Corps Center, at-risk youth receive holistic career 

development including academic, vocational, employability skills and social competencies.  

• A dynamic work experience program offers career exploration and training- related work 
experience in accordance with employment and training goals in the individual employment 

plan. Work experience sites are educated on child labor laws and safety regulations.  

• Enrollment/recruitment heavily focuses on out-of-school youth, facilitated through partnerships. 
The provider has exceeded out-of-school enrollment obligations for two years.  

The provider will offer a REEP (Re-entry into Education and Employment) program for youth offenders. 
Additionally, SWVAWDB continues to partner with the Virginia Department of Juvenile Justice to offer 

SHARE sites to increase access to services for youth involved in the juvenile justice system.   

The SHARE site provides youth with career related information and services within their communities. 

Available services include career exploration, career planning, job search assistance, labor market 
information, access to community resources, career assessments, and goal setting. Bi-monthly 

workshops and events are held to educate youth regarding job seeking and job keeping skills, financial 

literacy, entrepreneurship opportunities, education and training opportunities, and in-demand 
occupations. The program also facilitates a successful transition of youth into the WIOA program 

services.    

All of the activities discussed in the program design and throughout the 14 program elements are 

designed to prepare youth for transition to postsecondary education and training and/or a career path. 

Partners such as employers, local school districts, community colleges and other community and faith-

based organizations provide a system of support for youth to succeed in their careers and their personal 

lives.  

How the required program design elements will be addressed as part of the 

development of youth service strategies  
1. Tutoring, study skills training, instruction, and evidence-based dropout prevention and recovery 

strategies that lead to completion of the requirements for a secondary school diploma or its recognized 

equivalent (including a recognized certificate of attendance or similar document for individuals with 

disabilities) or for a recognized postsecondary credential. Included in the framework, enrolled youth will 

have the opportunity to attend GED prep classes, which are offered throughout the SWVA service area. 
Tutoring is provided through referrals to partners. WIOA staff also provides tutoring using instructional 

workbooks and study skills groups, which allow students to discuss different learning styles, create 

concentration and study strategies, and learn test taking tips and strategies. Study skills groups are 

offered each school year.   

2. Alternative secondary school services, or dropout recovery services, as appropriate - These 

activities are under the purview of the local school districts. In Area One, drop-out recovery services are 

addressed through leadership development by engaging youth in positive social behaviors, and by 
educating youth regarding labor market information (including wages earned by high school dropouts 

versus graduates). Youth who have dropped out of high school will be referred to adult education for 
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assistance with GED preparation and, through intensive case management, progress is tracked and any 

additional needs are determined.  

3. Paid and unpaid work experiences that have academic and occupational education as a 
component and may include the following types of work experiences:  

• Summer employment opportunities;   

• Other employment opportunities available throughout the school year;  

• Pre-apprenticeship programs that have a documented partnership with at least one, if not more, 
registered apprenticeship and are designed to prepare individuals to enter and succeed in a 

registered apprenticeship program;  

• Internships and job shadowing;   

• OJT opportunities, as defined in WIOA §3(44).  

WDS work one-on-one with local employers to establish work opportunities for youth. These 
opportunities may range from part-time temporary summer employment to full-time careers. These 

experiences are available to youth through WIOA funding in the form of internships, work 
experience, summer activity, and job shadowing. Youth receive a stipend for participation. Youth 

complete an orientation and work readiness workshop prior to the start of work experience.  

4. Occupational skills training, which includes priority consideration for training programs that lead 

to recognized postsecondary credentials aligned with the area’s in-demand industry sectors or  

occupations. The Board must determine that the programs meet the quality criteria described in WIOA  

§123. The WDB has created a list of approved career clusters on which to focus training and employment 
activities. The targeted occupation list is reflective of the in-demand careers in the SWVA area. Youth 

enrolled in the program will have access to post-secondary training that will lead to industry-recognized 

credentials, occupational skills licenses, and recognized post-secondary credentials. WIOA funding is 

made available based on financial aid award analysis and through the use of an Individual Training 

Account (ITA) for in-demand occupations. Incentives are provided to youth upon attainment of 

certificate/credential.  

5. Education offered concurrently with and in the same context as workforce preparation activities 

and training for a specific occupation or occupational cluster. In partnership with Adult Education 

cohorts, youth may participate in programs that offer GED prep classes and skilled trade training. 
Programs designed with input from local employers lead to recognized industry credentials and 

attainment of GED, and prepare youth for in-demand occupations. The program provider and other 

training providers use the Adult Education cohorts’ model to deliver services that make up an integrated 
education and training model so that workforce preparation and educational activities occur 

concurrently.  

6. Leadership development opportunities, including community service and peer-centered activities 

encouraging responsibility and other positive social and civic behaviors. The WDB offers all enrolled 
youth the opportunity to participate in other community service activities. Working with local faith and 

community-based groups, youth are afforded the opportunity to volunteer in local food pantries and 
participate in community efforts to provide services to individuals in the community, encouraging 

responsibility and other positive social and civic behaviors. Participation in these offerings is required for 

all youths receiving services. Specific examples include: quarterly community services as well as industry 
tours and career exploration projects such as STEMH and Cyber Security training. Work readiness 

workshops cover job seeking and job keeping skills, life skills, and leadership.  
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7. Support services are made available to all WDB youth participants. Primarily these services 

consist of transportation, clothing and employment-related supplies. However, childcare and assistance 
with health care needs are also provided. These services are provided as needed with the assistance of 

partners so youth can participate in and successfully complete Title I activities. Funding for college 

applications may also be provided as a supportive service.  

8. Adult mentoring for duration of at least 12 months that may occur both during and after 

program participation. The program provider works with partners such as Lonesome Pine Office on 
youth to deliver services to encourage youth to persevere with their career goals.  

9. Follow-up services for not fewer than 12 months after the completion of participation. WDB 

policies and procedures require follow-up services be provided at least once per quarter and more 
frequently if determined necessary. The WDS assigned to the individual when enrolled maintains 

responsibility for providing needed follow-up services and seeing the youth through until follow up is 

completed. Follow-up services are typically provided on a monthly basis for a period of 12 months after 
exit through the Accounting/Follow-Up Clerk who is dedicated to follow-up.  

10. Comprehensive guidance and counseling, which may include drug and alcohol abuse counseling, 

as well as referrals to counseling, as appropriate to the needs of the individual. Youth WDS are 
responsible for comprehensive career service counseling and identifying the need for additional types of 

counseling. Individuals needing counseling for other barriers are referred to partner agencies who are 

experts at working with individuals with alcohol, drug abuse or mental health issues.   

11. Financial literacy education: Provided by WIOA staff and banking professionals, it teaches youth 

about budgeting, credit, and banking. Staff works with DARS to refer youth with disabilities for services 

provided by a Work Incentives Specialist Advocate. Workshops are available at regularly scheduled times 
for all youth. Online and one-on-one workshops are offered for youth whose school schedules don’t 

allow attendance at regularly scheduled events.  

12. Entrepreneurial skills training: Provided in various forms by WIOA staff and the program 
provider’s Community Economic Development staff. Linkage will be made with the United Way of 

Southwest Virginia’s Ignite program to develop a module for youth services. Youth participate in hands 

on critical thinking activities that promote an interest in entrepreneurship and that teach youth about 

business basics and marketing plans. Youth develop and pitch a business idea to a panel of judges and 

receive feedback from local experts and entrepreneurs.  

13. Services that provide labor market and employment information about in-demand industry 

sectors or occupations available in the workforce area, such as career awareness, career counseling, and 

career exploration services. WDS have numerous tools to use including the approved career clusters, 

Virginia Workforce Center website, Occupational Outlook Handbook, and the support of the Virginia 

Tech Office of Economic Development to provide information about in-demand occupations within our 

local workforce area. Job shadowing and tours of local businesses are offered as career exploration 

services.  

14. Activities that help youth prepare for and transition to postsecondary education and training. 

Includes college tours and is also included as a component of work readiness.  

SWVAWDB continues to investigate and offer innovative programming that falls outside of what is 
traditionally offered through the fourteen youth services elements. In recognition that youth career 

preferences are different to those of older workers, SWVAWDB continues to investigate strategies to 

better engage the region’s young people in the workforce system. For example, SWVAWDB is hosting its 
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first Youth Summer Media Camp in 2021. This program will depart from traditional career planning and 

exploration (welding, machining, nursing, etc.) and provide youth participants with an opportunity to 
better understand how they can apply their interests in technology and social media into meaningful 

careers.   

Strategies to identify, recruit, and retain out-of-school youth, and efforts to ensure the 

required percent of WIOA youth funds are expended  
The WDS have developed relationships with local agencies that provide services to youth who meet the 
criteria for WIOA out-of-school youth. Recruitment events are held at WIC clinics, social service agencies, 

and GED preparation classes. In addition, drop out and/or truancy lists are requested from high school 
guidance counselors in an effort to encourage youth who are considered drop-outs to continue their 

education. The SWVAWDB has executed an MOU with Adult Education and the out-of-school youth 

program to ensure cross referrals between potential enrollees in both programs. SWVAWDB tracks the 

cross referrals using the VaWC system. Additionally, SWVAWDB has issued an RFP for an intensive, all-

media marking campaign to recruit youth for the out-of-school youth program.   

Youth programs attempt to engage and retain youth by offering leadership activities that are engaging 

and relevant and workshops that encourage social interaction while learning soft skills. The WDB has 
gradually served fewer in-school youth in order to ensure the required percent of out-of-school funds 

are expended. The SWVAWDB Director of Finance reviews monthly expenditures to ensure the required 

percentage of WIOA youth funds (75%) is satisfied.   

Policy regarding serving youth who do not meeting income eligibility guidelines, 

including appropriate referrals  
SWVAWDB has no formal policy regarding serving youth that do not meet income eligibility guidelines. 

Rather, SWVAWDB leverages its robust partner network to ensure that these youth receive at least some 

services. For instance, youth that are 18 or older and that are ineligible can be served following the 
WDB’s Priority of Service in the provision of Adult Education. Ineligible youth are also screened for any 

appropriate partner referrals during the WDB’s intake process; referrals are typically made to DARS, 
Adult Ed. DSS, regional community colleges, or other agencies that serve youth. VA Ready and G3 are 

two more recent initiatives that the WDB has harnessed to help youth clients with training expenses and, 

in some cases, the provision of supportive services. The WDB also leverages its relationships with the 
financial aid offices at regional community colleges to provide training services to ineligible youth clients. 

Additionally, several youth organizations receive intermittent funding to support those youth that do not 

meet income eligibility or priority of service requirements.   

Workforce Development Specialists (WDS) actively track and follow-up on referrals to ensure that 
ineligible youth clients receive at least some services. Additionally, WDS will follow up with said clients 

within a one-year period following first contact to determine whether these clients are now eligible for 

youth or other services.   

Efforts to coordinate with Job Corps (A), youth opportunity grants where applicable, 

registered apprenticeship programs (B), local offices on youth, and other youth services, 

including those administered through community colleges and other higher education 

institutions and local human services agencies (C)  
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A. Coordination with Job Corps   
Job Corps offers a comprehensive array of career development services to at-risk young women and 
men, ages 16 to 24, to prepare them for successful careers. Job Corps employs a holistic career 

development training approach which integrates the teaching of academic, vocational, employability 

skills and social competencies through a combination of classroom, practical and work-based learning 
experiences to prepare youth for stable, long-term, high paying jobs. Job Corps actively recruits students 

with disabilities and has the resources to provide accommodations, as needed.  

The Job Corps design includes the following features:   

• A defined set of core competencies in academic, vocational, information technology, 
employability and independent living skills which represents the fundamental skills students 

need to secure and maintain employment.   

• Standardized systems for financial reporting, data collection, student benefits and 

accountability.  

• Nationally established performance outcomes, goals and quality expectations.   

  

The Job Corps design is based on the principles of quality services and individualized instruction to meet 

the needs of each student. Training approaches and methods of implementation vary to allow tailoring 

of service components and delivery methods, effective use of resources and meeting individual student 

and employer needs.  

Flatwoods Job Corp Center is a residential facility with the capacity to serve approximately 200 youth. It 

is currently an active partner in WIOA, which manages enrollments for regional youth. WIOA has 
developed partnerships with local community colleges, social service agencies, DARS and other agencies 

to provide a host of opportunities for youth in SWVA. Job Corps is mandated to participate in the 

region’s One-Stops. Additionally, they make in-kind contributions to the One-Stops, which mostly 

includes maintenance assistance and repairs to offices and facilities. This allows for program participants 

to gain experience in their field of study.   

David Sholes, the director of the Flatwoods Job Corps, serves as the chair of the Board’s youth 

committee, however, he is retiring in June 2021. Nevertheless, his replacement will serve on the 
Workforce Board.   

B. Coordination with registered apprenticeship programs   
There are no registered apprenticeship programs in Area One at the time of this plan update. 

Anecdotally, businesses across the region are not receptive to apprenticeship programs. Nevertheless, 

the Director of Programs and the Director of Business Solutions have engaged businesses with the state’s 

apprenticeship team to establish pilot apprenticeship programs that may set a positive example and use-

case for reluctant regional employers. The SWVAWDB planned to visit the Shenandoah Valley Area to 

receive hands-on training, however, travel restrictions stemming from the Coronavirus Pandemic have 

postponed these plans indefinitely.   

C. Coordination with local youth offices and other youth services, including those administered 

through community colleges and other higher education institutions and local human services 

agencies  
Youth case managers work with Upward Bound and regional foster care programs to coordinate youth 

activities and build recruitment and enrollment. The small number of existing youth programs in Area 
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One makes further partnership difficult, although the Board is receptive to further partnership in this 

area.   

Efforts taken to ensure compliance with applicable child labor and safety regulations  
All WDS are provided with state and federal information on applicable child labor and safety regulations. 
With the transition from providing in-school youth services to out-of-school youth services, participation 

of youth under the age of 18 is rare. Nevertheless, child labor and safety information is made available in 

worksite experience agreements, OJT agreements, and the related participant and employers worksite 

manuals. Moreover, WDS share this information with employers and employees before a youth services 

client is placed.   

SWVAWDB also uses its Business Solutions staff and teams to ensure that information regarding child 

labor and safety regulations are made available to employers. This information is also made available 

through local chambers and the WDB’s social media accounts and webpage.   

Pay-for-performance policy as applicable  
The SWVAWDB does not have a pay-for-performance policy in effect.  

Adult and Dislocated Worker Services  

Basic Career Services  
Basic Career Services will be available to all individuals seeking services in the Appalachian One-Stop  

Basic Career Services will be available to all individuals seeking services in the Appalachian One-Stop 

Center(s) and in affiliate sites located in Scott, Buchanan, Dickenson, Lee, Wise, and Russell Counties and 

the City of Norton. Services include:  

1. Eligibility determination for services through the Adult, Dislocated Worker and Youth programs;  

2. Outreach, intake and orientation to information and other services available through the one 
stop delivery system;  

3. Initial assessment of skill levels including literacy, numeracy, and English language proficiency, as 
well as aptitudes, abilities and support service needs;  

4. Labor exchange services, including job search and placement assistance.  

5. Career counseling and labor market information will be provided on an individual basis,  

including provision of:  

a. Information on in-demand industry sectors and occupations;  

b. Information on nontraditional employment;  

c. Referrals to and coordination of activities with other programs and services, including 

those within the one-stop delivery system using the state’s referral portal;  

d. Workforce and labor market employment statistics; information relating to local, 

regional and national labor markets; job vacancy listings; skills necessary to obtain the 

vacant jobs listed; information relating to local in-demand occupations and the earnings, 
skill requirements and opportunities for advancement for those jobs;  

e. Performance information and program cost information on eligible providers of training 
services;  

f. Information on local area performance, as well as any additional performance 
information relating to the area’s One-Stop delivery system;  
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g. Information relating to supportive services or assistance, and appropriate referrals to 

those services and assistance, including Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program 
(SNAP), Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), Head Start, the state’s 

Medicaid program, FAMIS, Second Chance and other supportive services provided by 

agencies throughout the area;  

h. Assistance in establishing eligibility for programs of financial aid assistance for training 

and education programs not provided under WIOA;  

i. Information and assistance regarding filing claims under UI programs.  

Individualized Career Services  
If One-Stop center staff determines individualized career services are appropriate for an individual to 

obtain or retain employment, these services are made available to the individual through center staff or 

partners. One-stop staff may use recent previous assessments by partner programs to determine if 

individualized career services would be appropriate. These services include:  

1. Comprehensive assessment of skill levels and service needs of adults and dislocated workers, 

which may include: diagnostic testing and use of other assessment tools; and in-depth 

interviewing and evaluation to identify employment barriers and appropriate employment goals;   

2. Development of an individual employment plan to identify employment goals, achievement 

objectives and appropriate combination of services for the participant to achieve his or her 

employment goals, including the list of eligible training providers;  

3. Group and/or individual counseling and mentoring;  

4. Short-term pre-vocational services, including development of learning skills, communication 

skills, interviewing skills, punctuality, personal maintenance skills and professional conduct to 
prepare individuals for unsubsidized employment or training. In some instances, pre-

apprenticeship programs may be considered as short-term pre-vocational services;  

5. Internships and work experience linked to careers;  

6. Financial literacy services;  

7. Workforce preparation activities that help an individual acquire a combination of basic academic 
skills, critical thinking skills, digital literacy skills, and self-management skills, including 

competencies in utilizing resources, using information, working with others, understanding 
systems, and obtaining skills necessary for successful transition into and completion of 

postsecondary education, or training, or employment;  

8. Out-of-area job search assistance and relocation assistance.  

Follow-up Services   
Follow-up services will be made available, as appropriate—including counseling regarding the 

workplace—for participants in adult or dislocated worker activities who are placed in unsubsidized 

employment for a minimum of 12 months after the first day of employment.  

Self Sufficiency   
The Southwest Virginia Workforce Development Board has determined that there exists in the local area 

a sizeable group of adults lacking economic self-sufficiency. These individuals earn just enough to be 

above the federal poverty level, public assistance requirements or any other financial assistance 

guidelines; however, they do not earn enough to achieve economic self-sufficiency.  
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In order to better serve the adult population in this workforce area, the Southwest Virginia Workforce 

Development Board will allow adults who are members of a family whose household income is above 
the Lower Living Standard Income Level (LLSIL) guidelines, but not in excess of 135% of the 100% LLSIL 

guidelines, to receive WIOA intensive services/training; 2020 LLSIL data for non-metropolitan southern 

localities is provided below.   

Table 15: LLSIL Guidelines, Nonmetropolitan, South, 2020  

Size of Family Unit  135% LLSIL  

1  $18,361  

2  $30,079  

3  $41,284  

4  $50,963  

5  $60,141  

6  $70,333  

Add $7,750 for each family member above 6  

Source: United States Department of Labor   

Hard-to-serve populations with additional barriers to employment   
The Southwest Virginia Workforce Development Board has identified hard-to-serve populations with 

additional barriers to employment through the following criteria:   

• Possesses one or more disabilities (including learning disabilities);  

• Was habitually truant as defined by state law;  

• Is referred or treated by an agency for substance abuse problems;  

• Has aged out of foster care;  

• Is unable to complete an educational program due to non-receipt of financial assistance as a 
result of the facility’s not being an eligible Title IV financial aid institution or is ineligible to 

receive Title IV financial aid due to no fault of the applicant;  

• Letter from employer stating youth does not possess skills required for employment;  

• Lacks soft skills necessary to hold employment;  

• Poor work history for older youth (has not worked 13 consecutive weeks of thirty hours or more 

in the last calendar year);  

• And/or fired from last job within six months of application  

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT 

ACTIVITIES AND CAPACITY TO PROVIDE SERVICES (SWOT)  
The SWOT Analysis for the 2020-2024 SWVA Strategic Plan occurred in November and December of 

2020. Input for the analysis was broadly acquired through a survey to all workforce system stakeholders, 

which received 41 responses. Approximately 90% of respondents said their knowledge of the workforce 
system was somewhat or very high. Only three respondents said they had no real knowledge of the 

workforce system. In order of most to least number of responses, most responses came from:  

• A member of the Southwest Virginia Workforce Development Board (13 responses)  
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• Someone who works for one of the One-Stop System Partners: Adult Education, VEC, DARS, 

DBVI, DSS, WIOA Program Operator (6 responses)  

• A business owner and/or a member of a company’s management team (6 responses)  

• Someone working for a local government within Workforce Region 1 (4 responses)  

• Someone working for a secondary education provider (K12, Adult Education, etc.) (2 responses)  

• Someone working for a postsecondary education provider (community college, university, etc.) 
(2 responses)  

• Someone working for a community or faith-based organization (2 responses)  

Additional and more in-depth input was received through three facilitated meetings that lasted between 

one and two hours. Meeting participants were asked to reflect on the state of the region’s workforce 

system, the SWOT analysis from the previous plan, responses from the current SWOT survey, and 

possible strategies the workforce system should develop in the upcoming plan. These sessions were 

divided amongst key workforce system stakeholders. They included:   

1. Staff/Elected Local Government Officials  

2. Employers  

3. Education partners  

4. Workforce partners  

Strengths of the workforce system  
The majority of respondents agreed that the greatest strengths of the workforce system are 

the Board’s active pursuit of funding and programming to address workforce issues in the region 

(85.4%), and the system’s dedicated and creative staff members (80.5%). About half of respondents also 

highlighted as strengths the system’s participation in regional special projects of value (58.5%) and 

presence of existing industry partnerships (48.8%).     

   

Among members of the SWVA Workforce Development Board responding to the survey, dedicated and 

creative staff members, business services, and staff participation in regional special projects of value 

were reported as top strengths. One-Stop System Partners responding to the survey chose as 

top strengths: the active pursuit of funding and programming, board and staff participation in regional 

special projects of value, and dedicated and creative staff members. Among business owners and/or 

members of companies’ management teams, dedicated and creative staff members, the active pursuit 

of funding and programming, and existing industry partnerships were considered the 

greatest strengths of the SWVA workforce system.    

   

In addition to reinforcing many of the survey responses, facilitation meeting participants highlighted that 

workforce development staff are tenacious in their pursuit of funding resources. Projects such as 

Pathways to the American Dream, Heart of Appalachia Transition Project, and POWER grants have 

supported many special projects that address regional workforce needs. Meeting participants also noted 

the staff’s creation of a resource database to support resource acquisition and grant funding. Another 

strength mentioned in the meeting is the strong partnerships between the board and business partner 

representatives. In recent years, workforce staff have actively developed relationships with local 

employers to support business development. Additional outreach and marketing, such as through social 

media, were also mentioned as growing strengths in the region.    
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Table 16: Workforce System Strengths   

Answer Choice   Respondents  %  

Actively developing programs/seeking funding to meet the regi 

workforce needs   

on’s  

35  
85.4%  

Dedicated, creative staff members    33  80.5%  

Board and Staff participate in regional special projects of value   24  58.5%  

Existing industry partnerships   20  48.8%  

Business Services   19  46.3%  

Good fiscal management   12  29.3%  

High level of board member involvement   10  24.4%  

*Words in bold were also highlighted during facilitated meetings     

Weaknesses of the workforce system   
There was less agreement on top weaknesses of the workforce system, particularly among different 

workforce system groups. Almost half of respondents agreed that the greatest weaknesses of the 

workforce system are job seekers lacking soft skills desired by employers (48.4%), the stigma of 

vocational education programs creating a shortage of skilled workers (46.3%), and poor marketing of 

workforce programs, services, and training opportunities to regional economic development 

partners (43.9%).    

   

Among members of the SWVA workforce development board, the top weaknesses were the stigma of 

vocational education programs, lack of coordination/communication between workforce and 

educational partners, and poor marketing to both job seekers and regional economic development 

partners. One-Stop System Partners considered job seekers lacking soft skills as the greatest 

weakness. Meanwhile, business owners and/or members of companies’ management teams cited the 

stigma of vocational education programs creating a shortage of skilled workers and job seekers lacking 

soft skills as the greatest weaknesses.    

   

In facilitated meetings, meeting participant comments reflected survey responses, highlighting to a 

greater extent the need for more coordination and marketing. For instance, a few 

participants highlighted the lack of coordination between the workforce board and middle/high schools 

to address stigmas at an early age. Other participants noted that the dedicated work to improve 

system collaboration over the past few years has deteriorated during the COVID-19 Pandemic, and some 

collaborations have even turned hostile. The participants were also concerned about businesses’ slow 

adaption to changing industry trends and workforce needs.    

  

  

Table 17: Workforce System Weaknesses  

Answer Choice    Respondents  %  

Job seekers lack soft skills desired by employers   20  48.8%  

Stigma of vocational education programs is creating a shortage of skilled 

workers   
19  46.3%  
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Poor marketing of workforce programs, services, and training opportunities to 

regional economic development partners   
18  43.9%  

Lack of coordination/communication between workforce and education 

partners   
13  31.7%  

Poor marketing of workforce programs to job seekers   13  31.7%  

Education not meeting the needs of regional businesses   11  26.8%  

The workforce system is not costumer-friend (difficult to navigate)   5  12.2%  

*Words in bold were also highlighted during facilitated meetings   

  

Opportunities for the workforce system   
For the total responding groups, two-thirds of respondents agreed that the greatest opportunity of the 

workforce system is availability of federal, state, and private grants.    
  

Among members of the SWVA workforce development board, availability of support resources, capital, 

and business sites for start-ups and small businesses, and additional/increased private sector 

partnerships were the top opportunities in the region. Meanwhile, One-Stop System Partners prioritized 

the availability of federal, state, and private grants and additional/increased private sector partnerships. 

For business owners, the top opportunities were availability of federal, state, and private grants and 
availability of support resources, capital, and business sites for start-ups and small businesses.   

  

In facilitated meetings, multiple meeting partners highlighted the 25 and younger age groups as great 

opportunities for the regional workforce. Encouraging this population to stay in the region and join 

regional industries was highlighted as an important opportunity and necessity for maintaining the 

region. Two other opportunities mentioned were a statewide prioritization of workforce development 

and healthy relationships with other workforce development areas and the state workforce board.    

 Table 18: Workforce System Opportunities  

Answer Choice    Respondents  %  

Availability of federal, state, and private grants   26  63.4%  

Access to 2-and 4-year education   18  43.9%  

Additional/increased private sector partnerships   18  43.9%  

Availability of support resources, capital, and business sites for start-ups and 

small businesses   
17  41.5%  

Entrepreneurial activities and support   16  39.0%  

An abundance of natural resources and good environmental quality   11  26.8%  

*Words in bold were also highlighted during facilitated meetings  

   

Threats to the workforce system   
The majority of respondents across all respondent groups agreed that the greatest threat to the 

workforce system is substance use disorder. Business owners and members of the SWVA workforce 
development board, listed an aging workforce and declining population in the region their second 

threats to the workforce system. Those who work for one of the One-Stop System Partners considered 

lack of broadband as a top threat.    
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Other threats considered in the facilitated meetings were residual effects of COVID-19 and lack of 

support services for workers such as transportation, childcare, healthcare, affordable housing and 

disability assistance. The participants pointed out that mental health issues in the region were concerns 

in addition to substance use disorders. “The working impoverished”, or those who are employed but just 
one paycheck away from dropping below the poverty line, were also considered a priority. Their 

vulnerable status proves that the current economic and workforce system is under threat.   

  

Table 19: Workforce System Threats  

Answer Choice    Respondents  %  

Substance abuse   33  80.5%  

Aging/Declining population    27  65.9%  

Low wages   23  56.1%  

Lack of broadband   17  41.5%  

Jobseekers reluctant to participate in education/workforce/training programs   16  39.0%  

Lack of opportunities for recent college graduates   15  36.6%  

Lack of infrastructure for “knowledge” workers/industry 

(broadband/social/cultural amenities)    
15  36.6%  

Competition rather than cooperation between localities for economic 

development prospects   
12  29.3%  

Instability, unpredictability, & inflexibility of federal/state workforce 

regulations/guidelines    
11  26.8%  

Low importance of higher education for some citizens   5  12.2%  

Other    2  4.9%  

*Words in bold were also highlighted during facilitated meetings   

    

STRATEGIC VISION AND GOALS  
  

STRATEGIC VISION AND GOALS  

VISION  

MISSION  

VALUES  

“We envision meeting the needs of our businesses and workers by enhancing skills to 

create a qualified, career-ready workforce that reflects the Southwest Virginia values of 

honesty, dependability, and resiliency.”   

“We will build a business-driven, employee-centered workforce system to support 

economic diversity and development that will sustain the quality of life in the region.”   

We reflect Southwest Virginia’s values of honesty, dependability, and resiliency.   
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Goals   
The SWVAWDB has adopted the following goals, based on data and SWOT analysis, to move the area’s 
workforce development system toward the fulfillment of the Mission and Vision and in consonance with 

the Combined State Plan.  

Goal 1:  Provide equitable services to individuals and cultivate a more employable talent pipeline 

with family-sustaining wages and career progression opportunities.  

Goal 2:  Strengthen the participation of businesses in the workforce development system by 

adding value and services based on attentive “listening” to their needs, filling jobs in 

high-demand occupations and addressing issues arising from the Coronavirus pandemic.  

Goal 3:  Develop a qualified and desirable workforce with the skills, competencies, and 

credentials that meets the current and anticipated business needs of Virginia.  

Goal 4:  Strengthen the foundation and footprint of the workforce development system to make 

available services more well-known and stimulate career awareness.  

Goal 5:  Reduce workforce system barriers through targeted outreach and engagement   

Goal 6:  Ensure that the investments in the Area’s workforce system earn a valuable return for 

the stakeholders and customers of the Area as well as the Commonwealth.  

If these goals are met, they should contribute to improving the following performance metrics: 1) 

regional employment rate (including youth employment), 2) regional median earnings, and 3) credential 

attainment with measurable skill gains for regional workers. Furthermore, these goals will ensure 

improved service delivery to employers, measured by employee retention rates with respect to 

employees that have gone through workforce training, the number of repeat business customers, and 

the workforce board’s regional employer penetration rate.  

In alignment with the state’s primary indicators of performance, SWVAWDB adopts the following 

performance accountability measures:  

  

Table 20: Negotiated Performance Measures  

  
Workforce Area One   Virginia   

Performance Measure   
Adult  

Dislocated 

Worker  
Youth  Adult  

Dislocated 

Worker  
Youth  

Employment Rate 2nd Quarter after  

Exit  
80%  86.4%  72%  84.4%  86.4%  81.1%  

Median Earnings 2nd Quarter after  

Exit   
$6,000  $8,700  $3,700  $6,382  $8,700  $3,850  

Measurable Skill Gains   58.9%  62%  60%  58.9%  68.4%  67.9%  

Employment Rate 4th Quarter after  

Exit   
85%  90%  62.80%  85%  90%  62.8%  

Credential Attainment Rate   74%  70%  70%  74%  70%  70%  
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These performance measures are based on the following parameters:    

Table 21: Performance Measure Parameters  

PY 2019 and PY 2020 Quarterly and Annual Reporting Periods (CUMULATIVE)  

Program Year 2019  

Quarterly  

Performance Report 

due  

11/14/2019  2/14/2020  5/14/2020  8/14/2020  10/1/2020  

Performance Items  Qtr 1  Qtr 2  Qtr 3  Qtr 4  Annual  

Total Participants  
7/1/2019 to 

9/30/2019  

7/1/2019 to 

12/31/2019  

7/1/2019 to 

3/31/2020  

7/1/2019 to 

6/30/2020  

7/1/2019 to 

6/30/2020  

Total Exiters  
4/1/2019 to 

6/30/2019  

4/1/2019 to 

9/30/2019  

4/1/2019 to 

12/31/2019  

4/1/2019 to 

3/31/2020  

4/1/2019 to 

3/31/2020  

Employment Rate 

Quarter 2 after Exit  

7/1/2018 to 

9/30/2018  

7/1/2018 to 

12/31/2018  

7/1/2018 to 

3/31/2019  

7/1/2018 to 

6/30/2019  

7/1/2018 to 

6/30/2019  

Employment Rate 

Quarter 4 after Exit  

1/1/2018 to 

3/31/2018  

1/1/2018 to 

6/30/2018  

1/1/2018 to 

9/30/2018  

1/1/2018 to 

12/31/2018  

1/1/2018 to 

12/31/2018  

Median Earnings 2nd 

Quarter after Exit  

7/1/2018 to 

9/30/2018  

7/1/2018 to 

12/31/2018  

7/1/2018 to 

3/31/2019  

7/1/2018 to 

6/30/2019  

7/1/2018 to 

6/30/2019  

Credential  

Attainment Rate  

1/1/2018 to 

3/31/2018  

1/1/2018 to 

6/30/2018  

1/1/2018 to 

9/30/2018  

1/1/2018 to 

12/31/2018  

1/1/2018 to 

12/31/2018  

Measurable Skill 

Gains  

7/1/2019 to 

9/30/2019  

7/1/2019 to 

12/31/2019  

7/1/2019 to 

3/31/2020  

7/1/2019 to 

6/30/2020  

7/1/2019 to 

6/30/2020  

Program Year 2020  

Quarterly  

Performance Report 

due  

11/14/2020  2/14/2021  5/14/2021  8/14/2021  10/1/2021  

Performance Items  Qtr 1  Qtr 2  Qtr 3  Qtr 4  Annual  

Total Participants  
7/1/2020 to 

9/30/2020  

7/1/2020 to 

12/31/2020  

7/1/2020 to 

3/31/2021  

7/1/2020 to 

6/30/2021  

7/1/2020 to 

6/30/2021  

Total Exiters  
4/1/2020 to 

6/30/2020  

4/1/2020 to 

9/30/2020  

4/1/2020 to 

12/31/2020  

4/1/2020 to 

3/31/2021  

4/1/2020 to 

3/31/2021  

Employment Rate 

Quarter 2 after Exit  

7/1/2019 to 

9/30/2019  

7/1/2019 to 

12/31/2019  

7/1/2019 to 

3/31/2020  

7/1/2019 to 

6/30/2020  

7/1/2019 to 

6/30/2020  

Employment Rate 

Quarter 4 after Exit  

1/1/2019 to 

3/31/2019  

1/1/2019 to 

6/30/2019  

1/1/2019 to 

9/30/2019  

1/1/2019 to 

12/31/2019  

1/1/2019 to 

12/31/2019  

Median Earnings 2nd 

Quarter after Exit  

7/1/2019 to 

9/30/2019  

7/1/2019 to 

12/31/2019  

7/1/2019 to 

3/31/2020  

7/1/2019 to 

6/30/2020  

7/1/2019 to 

6/30/2020  

Credential  

Attainment Rate  

1/1/2019 to 

3/31/2019  

1/1/2019 to 

6/30/2019  

1/1/2019 to 

9/30/2019  

1/1/2019 to 

12/31/2019  

1/1/2019 to 

12/31/2019  
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Measurable Skill 

Gains  

7/1/2020 to 

9/30/2020  

10/1/2020 to 

12/31/2020  

1/1/2021 to 

3/31/2021  

4/1/2021 to 

6/30/2021  

7/1/2020 to 

6/30/2021  

  

Alignment with Virginia Combined State Plan Goals   
The regional goals align well with the Virginia Combined State Plan goals with a few exceptions.   

Goal 1: In addition to focusing on helping individuals gain jobs with family-sustaining wages and 
career progression opportunities, SWVAWDB see Goal 1 as an opportunity to prioritize the 

cultivation of a talent pipeline. Thus, SWVAWDB would endeavor to make the services offered 

through the board equitable and universal to both individuals and businesses. Additionally, the 

SWVAWDB will prioritize the delivery of soft skills training and foster expansion of professional 

development for workforce professionals. While all individuals are included in this goal, youth 

are particularly important considering their impact on retention challenges in the region.  

Goal 2: The second goal for both the state and region focuses on business engagement and the 

need to meet in-demand occupations for target industries. The SWVAWDB also acknowledges 

that the effects of the COVID-19 Pandemic will have long-term consequences for regional 

employers and the highlights the need to address those challenges.  

Goal 3: Goal 4 goes a bit further than the state goal in the hopes that strengthened outreach, 

marketing and recruitment will strengthen the workforce board’s role in the region as a 

convener and collaborator, which will ultimately address other workforce goals.  

Goal 4: As with the State plan, SWVAWDB has the goal of reducing workforce barriers, which will 

be done not only through collaboration but also through targeted outreach and engagement 

with specific at-risk populations in the region.  

Goal 5: As an addition to the original state goals, SWVAWDB wishes to communicate the value of 
its work to regional stakeholders and understand its return on investment to the community. 

Hence, the region’s sixth goal is to “ensure that the investments in the Area’s workforce system  

earn a valuable return for the stakeholders and customers of the Area as well as the 
Commonwealth.”  

Alignment with Virginia Board of Workforce Development   
The vision of the Virginia Board of Workforce Development is: “Every Virginian, regardless of the barriers 

they face, has equitable access to tools and opportunities leading to careers that pay family-sustaining 

wages, and every business has access to a highly skilled workforce.” Like the state, SWVAWDB has 
created a vision and goals meant to increase equity, reduce barriers to employment, and ensure a good 

quality of life for regional workers. Many of its goals and strategies articulate ways of identifying and 

reaching out to those populations that the workforce system frequently does not reach or engage. As in 

past plans, the board highlights the need to work with employers and others in the region to grow 

industries with well-paying positions.  

Strategies to achieve local board’s strategic vision and goals   
In recent years, the Board and CLEOs have joined the WDB staff as partners in expanding and refining 

the Area’s workforce development system. The Board and CLEOs assist with the expansion of business 

contacts through an “each one tell one” approach.   
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One-Stop partners, community organizations, non-traditional partners such as Chambers of Commerce 

and United Way will participate in a variety of ways in the implementation of the plan: Working groups, 
evaluation teams, and committees. The WDB staff will work to establish an organized partner network 

that meets on a regular basis to further develop the workforce system.   

Strategy to achieve regional vision for workforce development:   
Build a business-driven, employee-centered workforce system to support economic diversity and 

development that will sustain the quality of life in the region.  

Strategies to achieve Goal 1:   
Provide equitable services to individuals and cultivate a more employable talent pipeline with family 
sustaining wages and career progression opportunities. Develop a qualified and desirable workforce with 

the skills, competencies, and credentials that meets the current and anticipated business needs of 

Virginia.  

 

 Strategy A.  Conduct regular statistical analysis to identify regional employment trends and work 

with community partners to meet gaps in training and services.  

Strategy B.  Create a menu of workshops and services from which businesses can choose to meet 

their needs. These workshops will include professional development opportunities and soft skills 

development.   
Strategy C.  Work with Adult Education and other community partners to develop short-term 

career-specific educational opportunities that will lead directly to in-demand occupations for 
youth, incumbent and underemployed workers. Also, develop soft skills workshops that can be 

delivered through the Virginia Career Works/American Job Center locations, partner offices, and 

business locations. 

Strategy D.  Work with partners and economic development entities to identify and help attract 

employment opportunities that are both self-sufficient but also attractive to a younger 

workforce.   
Strategy E.  Work with community partners and SVAM to increase interest and opportunity for 

work-based learning, on-the-job training, internships, and apprenticeships for job seekers, with 
significant focus on the youth and barrier populations.  

 

Strategies to achieve Goal 2:   
Strengthen the participation of businesses in the workforce development system by adding value and 

services based on attentive “listening” to their needs, filling jobs in high-demand occupations and 

addressing issues arising from the Coronavirus pandemic.  

Strategy A.  Leverage the Business Solutions Teams to work with assist businesses with gaining 
access to state and federal resources to meet needs arising from the COVID-19 crisis.  
Strategy B.  Assess demand for training and occupations and create a responsive plan to develop 
registered apprenticeships and increase work-based training in Area One.  
Strategy C.  Pursue additional partnerships and funding sources to provide a wider range of 
services that anticipate and meet industry needs. 
Strategy D.  Business Solutions staff will utilize sector strategies to engage businesses, economic 
development, and other community partners to meet business needs.   
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Strategies to achieve Goal 3:   
Strengthen the foundation and footprint of the workforce development system to make available 
services more well-known and stimulate career awareness.  

Strategy A.  Build a relationship and increase attendance in economic development meetings, 

IDA meetings, and Chambers of Commerce meetings.  
Strategy B.  Request that CLEO members and Board members actively participate in the 

marketing of services.                                            

Strategy C.  Engage WIOA case managers and Wagner Peyser staff in connecting with businesses 
to help broaden the reach of the Business Solutions Team.   

Strategy D.  Become more “aggressive” in outreach and marketing strategies for both businesses 

and job-seekers by focusing on strategies that remain impactful, but expanding to include new 
or innovative methods as they arise.   

Strategy E.  Use work-based learning as an outreach tool for businesses and potential 

participants. 

Strategies to achieve Goal 4:   
Reduce workforce system barriers through targeted outreach and engagement  

Strategy A.  Conduct statistical analysis to monitor changes in population demographics and 

implement targeted outreach campaigns to expand access to job-seekers.   

Strategy B.   Disseminate information regarding services and resources available to job-seekers, 

including identified barrier populations.  
Strategy C.   Explore targeted funding streams to address specific concerns of youth, gender/race 

specific, and barrier populations.  

Strategy D.   Continue to prioritize accessibility within programs and centers by working with 

local EO monitors, Center Operator, and the Accessibility Task Force to monitor demographic 

changes that may require alterations or upgrades to service delivery/accessibility.  

Strategies to achieve Goal 5:   
Ensure that the investments in the Area’s workforce system earn a valuable return for the stakeholders 

and customers of the Area as well as the Commonwealth.  

Strategy A.  Increase partner engagement in established communication network to share 
success stories and performance data as a means of highlighting regional success for 

stakeholders.  
Strategy B.  Engage consultant to provide analysis of return on investment for programs 

operated by the Board on an annual basis.  

Strategy C.  Continue to pursue additional revenue streams to provide flexible avenues to 
address workforce development in the area.  

  

How the local board strategic plan is designed to combined public and private resources 

to support sector strategies, career pathways, and career readiness skills development 

to meet the needs of incumbent and underemployed workers in the region   
Economic development partners will be apprised of the availability of incumbent worker training, on-the-

job training, and customized training funding that can assist eligible existing workers and eligible new 
hires in building the necessary skills and knowledge to benefit the employers and provide a career path 

for workers. In Southwest Virginia, workers tend to be complacent with their employment, showing little 
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interest in skills development and advancement. This creates a vacuum for middle-to-high skill positions 

and blocks the career pipeline at the entry-level. Additionally, SWVAWDB is not always informed of labor 
needs during the site selection process by regional economic developers. For instance, this information is 

sometimes restricted under nondisclosure agreements enacted between prospects and relevant 

economic development/local government personnel. More commonly, however, regional economic 
development professionals are not forthcoming with this information as the nature of economic 

development in Area One is more competitive than cooperative. Nevertheless, the WDB encourages 
economic development professionals to communicate the labor needs of all businesses, including 

prospective businesses, to Business Solutions representatives.   

The region’s two Business Solutions teams have taken stride toward addressing this issue. Both teams 

frequently meet with individual employers and regional trade groups to better understand the labor 
needs of local businesses. These meetings inform opportunities for incumbent worker trainings, on-

thejob trainings, and other, more customized trainings offered by the Director of Business Solutions or 

provider partners. Additionally, the Business Solutions Teams have engaged local economic developers 
in relationship building to be better informed of business attraction happenings and more able to create 

a pipeline for qualified workers to these firms prior to the location announcement.   

    

  

LOCAL AREA PARTNERSHIPS AND INVESTMENT 

STRATEGIES  

LOCAL WORKFORCE SYSTEM  
Workforce System Partners and Programs   
The Southwest Virginia Workforce Development Board (SWVAWDB) has an extensive partnership 

network that works collaboratively to identify workforce needs, create and coordinate training 
opportunities for jobseekers, provide support to economic development efforts, and offer unified 

responses to business needs in Area One. The following tables detail the mandated programs and 
provider partners.   

Table 22: Mandated Programs and Program Partners   

Mandated Programs and Program Partners   

Title I Contract Partner – Adult, Dislocated Worker 

and Youth Services   

Southwest Virginia Workforce  

Development Board  

Title II Adult Basic Education Services – Planning 

District (PD) 1   

Regional Adult and Career Education of  

Lee, Scott, Wise and Norton Public Schools   

Title II Adult Basic Education Services – PD 2   Southwest Regional Adult Education   

Title III Wagner-Peyser Employment Services   Virginia Employment Commission   
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Title IV Rehabilitative and Aging Services   Virginia Department for Aging and  

Rehabilitative Services; Department of the 

Blind and Vision Impaired   

Community Colleges   Southwest and Mountain Empire CC   

Public Schools K-12/Career and Technical Centers   Eight School Districts   

TANF/SNAP   Eight Departments of Social Services   

Job Corps   Flatwoods Job Corps   

Housing   Cumberland Plateau Housing  Authority   

Workforce Development Boards   New River Mount Rogers Workforce  

Development Board; Western Virginia 

WDB; West Piedmont WDB   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Table 23: Economic Development Partners  

Economic Development Partners   

Virginia Economic Development Partnership   Commonwealth   

Virginia Coalfield Economic Development Authority   Commonwealth/Region   

Lenowisco Planning District Commission   Planning District I   

Cumberland Plateau Planning District Commission   Planning District II   

Office of Economic Development   Virginia Tech   

Office of Economic Development and Engagement   UVA Wise   

Industrial and Economic Development Authorities   Eight Jurisdictions   

  

Table 24: Community Partners   

Community Partners   

Small Business Development Center  Southwest Virginia Alliance for 

Manufacturing   

Appalachian Agency for Senior Citizens   Mountain Empire Older Citizens   

Bluefield University   United Way of Southwest Virginia   

Occupational Enterprises, Inc.   Manufacturing Technology Center   
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Genedge Alliance   Goodwill of the Valleys; Goodwill of 

Tenneva   

Southwest Virginia Technology Council   Eight Political Jurisdictions   

VCCS   Chambers of Commerce   

Appalachian Community Action & Development 

Agency   

Appalachian Harvest  

Appalachian Sustainable Development     

  

Except for the Business Solutions Teams, there is no formal meeting schedule for this extensive group of 
partners. The lines of communication are open to the extent that partners involved in specific projects 

come together as appropriate to “plan and do the work.” Current projects include: ARC POWER ROPES 

Grant, Project Reconnect, the Economic Forum, New Opportunity School for Women (NOSW), Adult Ed 

Cohorts, ROSS Housing Grant, Enhancement of Quality Child Care, Senior Tech Career Support, RSVP 

SWCC Cohort, and Certified Work Ready Communities.  

Workforce Program Delivery   

Business Solutions and Business Solutions Teams   
The SWVA Workforce Development Board has two Business Solutions Teams (BST) that serve Area One. 

The Appalachian BST is based in the Virginia Career Works/Appalachian One-Stop in Richlands and serves 

Russell, Tazewell, Dickenson and Buchanan Counties. The Lenowisco BST serves the Virginia Career 

Works/ Duffield Affiliate One-Stop in Lee, Scott, and Wise Counties and the City of Norton.  

The Appalachian BST has representatives from the Southwest Virginia Workforce Development Board,  

Virginia Career Works/Appalachian One-Stop, Clinch Valley Community Action, the Department for the  

Blind and Vision Impaired, the Department for Aging and Rehabilitative Services, the Tazewell County  

Department of Social Services, Job Corps, Experience Works, the Manufacturing Technology Center, 

Southwest Virginia Regional Adult Education, Southwest Virginia Community College, Rapid Response, 

the University of Virginia’s College at Wise, and the Virginia Employment Commission.  

The Lenowisco BST has representatives from the Southwest Virginia Workforce Development Board,  

Appalachian Community Action Agency, the Department for the Blind and Vision Impaired, the  

Department for Aging and Rehabilitative Services, Job Corps, the Manufacturing Technology Center, 

Regional Adult Education, Mountain Empire Community College, Rapid Response, the University of 

Virginia’s College at Wise, and the Virginia Employment Commission.  

The region’s BSTs are expanding to include other agencies that are serving businesses in the region. This 

will help improve communication, facilitate new partnerships, expand resources and the eliminate 

duplication of these efforts. Expansion of the BSTs may include economic developers and other agencies 

outside the mandated partners to increase collaboration and communication. These partners could 

include VCEDA, Southwest Virginia Alliance for Manufacturing, Occupational Enterprises, Small Business 
Development Centers, and local school systems.  

Virginia Career Works One-Stop Centers   
Virginia Career Works One-Stop Centers serve as the primary delivery mechanism for WIOA 

programming and other nonmandated workforce programs. There is one comprehensive One-Stop 
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Center in Area One (Virginia Career Works Richlands/Appalachian One-Stop) and two One-Stop affiliate 

sites (Virginia Career Works Duffield/Pioneer Center for Business and Virginia Career Works Norton). 
Additionally, there are Virginia Career Works specialty service sites in Scott, Buchanan, Dickenson, Lee, 

Wise, and Russell Counties and the City of Norton.  

Coordination and Collaboration   
How the local board works with entities carrying out core programs and other workforce 

development programs to support alignment to provide services, including programs of 

study authorized under the Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical Education Act of 2006  
SWVAWDB has moved to include Career and Technical Education Directors and School Superintendents 

in leadership roles within the Regional Workforce Development System, including Workforce Board 

membership and membership across various committees. Specifically, SWVAWDB has worked with 

public school officials across the region to develop pilot programs for simulated workplaces. Additionally, 

SWVAWDB is exploring opportunities to expand youth services to CTC students.   

How the local board coordinates and interacts with Chief Elected Officials (CLEOs)  
Serving as the voice of the government of the eight political jurisdictions in Area One, the Chief Local 
Elected Officials (CLEOs) bring their awareness of the needs of their people, the available resources as 

well as the needed resources, and their vision of a thriving Southwest Virginia to the table. In the past, 

the interaction between the SWVAWDB, staff and CLEOs has been minimal. Currently and moving 

forward, the operating philosophy for Area One is that these three entities make up the administrative 

team for the entire program and serve together as the link with providers, program partners, and other 

entities involved in strengthening the workforce system and addressing the workforce issues for the 
region. In this team approach, a CLEO member is serving on each WDB committee, the Chairs will be in 

regular communication, and CLEOs are included in informational and partner meetings that affect the 

region.  

STRATEGIES AND SERVICES   
Strategies to facilitate engagement of employers, including employers in in-

demand sectors and occupations (A) and small employers (B), in workforce 

development programs   
SWVAWDB will facilitate the engagement of businesses in workforce development programs, including 
small businesses and businesses in in-demand industry sectors and occupations through the 

development and deployment of industry sector strategies.   

A. Reaching employers in in-demand sectors and occupations   
The SWVAWDB has strong sector partnerships in Manufacturing and Health Care. SWVAWDB continues 

to build industry partnerships in other in-demand industry sectors. The Virginia Tech Office of Economic 

Development also provides timely updates of the most recent public and proprietary LMI data to ensure 

available training is concurrent with current industry trends and adaptive to expected change.   

The WDB, in its role as convener, will bring businesses in those in-demand industry sectors to the table 

with workforce development, education, economic development, and community organizations. The 
industry sectors that Area One will serve include manufacturing, information technology, and healthcare. 

Industry sector strategies will help ensure that all partners are hearing a consistent message about 
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business needs and are working together and leveraging resources to streamline services to businesses 

and eliminate duplication of efforts. For instance, the Business Solutions Teams have conducted business 
tours to better understand the needs of employers. 

   

B. Reaching small employers   
According to the U.S. Small Business Administration, small businesses accounted for 65% of net new jobs 
from 2000 to 2019. Since small business accounts for such a large number of new jobs, it is critical that 

the WDB have a plan in place to both support existing small businesses and encourage job seekers to 

consider starting new businesses.  

The Southwest Virginia Workforce Development Board will continue to work closely with agencies that 

provide services to small business to ensure that small business needs are being met. There are two 

Small Business Development Centers (SBDC) in Area One located at Mountain Empire Community 

College and Southwest Virginia Community College. The WDB Director of Business Solutions regularly 
refers individuals to the SBDCs to receive services and guidance from their knowledgeable staff.  

Additionally, representatives from the SBDCs now serve on the Board’s two business services teams.   

Recently, SWVAWDB has secured grant funding to better serve small businesses in Area One:   

• Small Business Expansion Empowerment (S-BEE) Initiative: Business solutions staff have 
identified a gap in available funding for small businesses that wish to expand or need technical 

assistance or equipment to grow. SWVAWDB utilizes grant funds provided by the Thompson 

Charitable Foundation, to offer technical assistance to small businesses in Buchanan and 

Tazewell Counties; areas that have been negatively impacted by the downturn in the coal 

economy. With the aim of increasing sales and/or redirecting cost savings toward business 

expansion, the Small Business Expansion Empowerment (S-BEE) Initiative will focus on the 

following areas of assistance (with other assistance considered on a case-by-case basis):  

o Marketing, with primary emphasis on development and coordination of websites, 

multiple social media platforms, and other online channels, but also including traditional 

marketing strategies, such as professional signage or newspaper/radio advertising.  

o Accounting practices, including bookkeeping and point-of-sale software for improved 

cash flow and inventory management.  

o Onboarding processes, management practices, human resources, and retention 

strategies.  

o Lean Six Sigma and/or other incumbent worker training.  

More recently, SWVAWDB has supplemented existing monetary support for this program with  

COVID relief funding. This additional funding will allow small business to have access to up to 
$10,000 in funding to retool, improve business processes, and/or expand as the region begins to 

emerge from the Pandemic.   

• COVID-19 Loan Program:  Again, funded by the Thompson Charitable Foundation, interest-free 
$10,000 loans are available to small businesses in Buchanan and Tazewell Counties to provide 

operating expenses on a temporary basis to businesses who need assistance to stay afloat.  
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Support a local workforce development system that meets the needs of 

businesses in the local area  
According to the SWVAWDB’s Business Services Plan, the Board will provide the following to support the 

needs of businesses in the local area:  

• Build Relationships with Business and Business-focused Organizations  

• Coordinate and Streamline Business Services by Virginia Workforce Center Partners  

• Act as an Informational Resource to Businesses  

• Assist Businesses in the Recruiting Process  

• Assist Businesses with Addressing Training Needs  

• Serves as an informational resource for businesses  

• Provide Quality Individualized Services to Businesses  

As mentioned earlier, SWVAWDB has two business services teams (BST) that serve distinct portions of 

this large service area. Employers continue to indicate that they want a more seamless approach to 

serving business.  

In response to this, the region’s BSTs utilize a coordinated point of contact approach to engaging with 

employers. This provides a warm transfer between customers and business solutions partners so that 

they can easily access the support they need. This also limits interaction with regional employers so as 

not to duplicate outreach efforts.   

Better coordinate workforce development programs and economic development  
SWVAWDB will continue to increase efforts to collaborate with the Virginia Coalfield Economic 

Development Authority (VCEDA) to plan and participate in prospective business presentations. The WDB 

also continues outreach activities to county economic developers and Industrial/Economic Development  

Authorities to increase awareness of the resources available to businesses through the Virginia  

Workforce System. Business Solutions staff and WIOA Workforce Specialists will attend Industrial  

Development Authority meetings within each county to network and learn information about economic 

development initiatives. As mentioned above, the BST continues to try to better support regional economic 

developers in the earlier stages of business recruitment, which enables the Board to better prepare for 

subsequent labor needs.   

In addition to workforce resources, economic developers need access to the latest workforce data for 

the region. SWVAWDB provides labor market information and workforce data to economic developers. 
SWVAWDB will also work to create and conduct workforce surveys as requested by economic 

developers. These data allow economic developers to make sound, data-driven decisions in strategic 

planning. Data are also requested by prospective businesses when making the decision to locate in Area 

One. The WDB will continue its relationship with Virginia Tech Office of Economic Development to 

provide additional timely data needed for economic developers as requested. The Business Services Plan 
identifies the policies and procedures that are to be followed by the region’s workforce development 

agencies when engaging regional business.   

Strengthen linkages between the one-stop delivery system and unemployment 

insurance programs  
Recently, Wagner-Peyser Staff have increased their presence in the resource rooms at the region’s One- 
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Stops. Specifically, Wagner-Peyser staff have been assisting customers in completing their  

Unemployment Insurance claims to reduce errors and subsequent delays in receiving benefits. One-Stop 
partners are also hosting more basic career service workshops for Unemployment Insurance Claimants, 

which teach job search skills such as resume writing and interviewing skills.   

REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT   
Coordination with regional economic development   
SWVAWDB recognizes the need to strengthen its ties and services to the local/regional economic 

development community. Activities include:  

• Regular attendance and presentations at economic developers’ meetings with VCEDA (Virginia 

Coalfields Economic Development Authority);  

• Participation in GO Virginia;  

• Participation in Planning District Commission events and projects;  

• Leadership of the Business Solutions Team and responses to local businesses’ requests;  

• Organization and sponsorship of Resource (Job) Fairs;  

• Creation and conduct of surveys requested by economic developers and businesses;  

• Participation on Steering Committee and Planning Committee of Economic Forum;  

• Conduct of sector partnership projects;  

• Partnership to develop Entrepreneurship HUB;  

• Leadership of Regional Certified Work Force Community effort and implementation of NCRC 

credential in the region. This certification is used successfully as an industry recruitment tool by 
neighboring states Tennessee, North Carolina and South Carolina. The NCRC credential is used by 

many industry recruiters as a measure of the qualifications of the workforce in a prospective 

location.  

How the local board promotes entrepreneurial skills and microenterprise services  
The U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) Office of Advocacy estimated that in 2020, there were 31.7 
million small businesses in the United States. In the United States, small businesses: employ 47% of all 

private sector employees; pay 40.3% of total U.S. private payroll; generated 65% of net new jobs over 

the last 19 years; and make up 97.5% of all identified exporters. As mentioned earlier, the SWVAWDB 
coordinates with the two SBDCs in the region to serve entrepreneurs and small businesses. Additionally, 

SWVAWDB provides resources and referrals to small businesses to support their growth and overcome 

regulatory hurdles they may encounter. For instance, the Business Solutions Teams offer free workshops, 
many of which are geared towards small businesses and entrepreneurs. Recent workshops have included 

overviews of the CARES act, Unemployment Insurance, and updates to OSHA requirements. Additionally, 
the onset of the Coronavirus Pandemic, Business Solutions Team members engaged local small 

businesses to connect them with vital support resources.   

REGIONAL EDUCATION  
Coordination with secondary education   
The SWVAWDB has a foundational relationship with the Career and Technical Centers (CTC) in the eight 

jurisdictions. A school superintendent sits on the WDB and provides updates on the activities and needs 

of the Centers. In fact, the impetus for pursuing Certified Work Ready Communities using the NCRC came 

from this group. The WDB Director served on a panel for teacher in-service to explore project-based 
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learning in the system. The WDB is partnering in Career Fairs and manufacturing camps/tours for the 

CTCs in order to inform high school students of the careers available to them in the manufacturing 
arena. The WDB will be exploring partnerships with the United Way of Southwest Virginia to participate 

in the Ignite program and to add Entrepreneurship to the career exploration process. The Board also 

engages with local secondary education in planning and executing career fairs for students so that they 
are apprised of employment opportunities throughout the region. Additionally, SWVAWDB has engaged 

regional school districts in planning for Simulated Workplaces, which enhance the traditional CTE 
experience by allowing for transferrable work experience for participants.   

SWVAWDB strives to enhance the services present through the region’s school districts by sharing and 
combining the resources of the Workforce System. The inherently different missions of these two 

distinct networks eliminates the danger of duplication as both work symbiotically across different fields.  

Coordination with postsecondary education   
The WDB has a long-standing relationship with the Virginia Tech Center for Economic and Community 

Engagement (VTCECE) for data sourcing. Previously, VTCECE spearheaded the formation of sector 

partnerships through the Regional Rapid Response Initiative. Until 2020, VTCECE produced quarterly 
workforce reports that were circulated to regional businesses and partners. Now, VTCECE is supporting 

SWVAWDB in identifying hard-to-serve populations across area one and facilitating conversations on 

how to support these groups. The center also assisted SWVAWDB in the data sourcing, analysis, and 

SWOT for the Local Plan.  

The partnership with the Office of Economic Development and Engagement at UVA-Wise is 
multidimensional. The Director of that office serves on the WDB; the WDB Director and Director of 

Business Solutions are heavily invested in the upcoming Economic Forum through the Steering and 

Planning Committees and a paid sponsorship; the College and the WDB work together to deliver 

customized training to businesses; and the WDB has been a part of the pursuit of cyber security as an 

economic diversification strategy for the region. Bluefield College is a small, liberal arts, Christian 

institution in Southwestern Virginia offering on-campus and online degree programs. Its Vice President 

for Finance, Administration and Advancement is a member of the WDB. The NOSW program is operated 

under its auspices and is one of the programs that WDB supports to increase access to WIOA services. 
The WDB is also exploring the expansion of the College’s RN program to BSN.  

REGIONAL COMMUNITY COLLEGES  
How the local board collaborates with local community colleges in their area   
The two community colleges within Area One have internal workforce development units. SWVAWDB 

works closely with these units to provide supportive WIOA services to students are enrolled in programs 

offered at the regional community colleges. Regional community colleges play an important role in the in 

the development of career pathways and sector strategies- two foundational service delivery elements 

of the Workforce Development System. SWVAWDB also engages community colleges in securing grant 
opportunities to expand Workforce System capacity in Area One.   

Community colleges are an important provider partner for the WDB, especially in terms of job training 

programs. Specifically, SWVAWDB works closely with regional community colleges to provide training for 

new and existing businesses. As mentioned above, the Small Business Development Centers present at 
these institutions are central to the services offered by the Board’s Business Solutions Teams. The Board 
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frequently refers small businesses to their experienced staff to help navigate the start-up phase. 

Additionally, SWVAWDB frequently engages the region’s community colleges in providing special 
shortterm trainings to accommodate for a specific need.   

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES  
Coordination with the provision of transportation   
As noted in Section 1.3, transportation has long been an employment challenge for residents of Area 1.  

The terrain is mountainous and secluded making it difficult travel to training and work. The WIOA 

Workforce Development Specialist utilize taxi services as well as the Four-County Transit, and MEOC 

transportation as appropriate. The lack of a public transit system and ride-sharing services often makes 
transportation services one of the biggest barriers that participants face.  The mountainous terrain and 

remote locations often mean longer commutes to work for residents in the region. The WDB 

continuously looks for solutions and resources to fund transportation opportunities.    

As there are allowable opportunities, SWVAWDB will include funding for transportation in every 
additional grant. Currently, the ARC R.O.P.E.S. grant for substance abuse allows for the purchase of a car 

for each participant who is compliant with the program, resolves all DMV/court issues to receive a 
driver’s license and obtains employment. Additionally, the WDB’s Cars to Work program seeks to further 

address the region’s transportation crisis, especially as it effects those individuals who qualify for WIOA 

programs. This program allows qualifying workforce program participants an opportunity at car 

ownership without the burden of high-interest payments with overly punitive stipulations. The WDB 

assists participants in the purchase of a used vehicle by managing the lien on said vehicle during the 

repayment period. SWVAWDB effectively refinances the vehicle to program participants, who obtain the 
title following the full repayment of the loan.   

Coordination with other supportive services  
WIOA allows local boards to prescribe the supportive services they wish to provide their participants.  

SWVAWDB works with numerous partners to provide support so that enrollees can finish their training.   

The Departments of Social Services offer SNAP, Medicaid and childcare support and the case managers 

provide referrals and consultation to ensure enrollments take place.  In some instances, the Board pays 

entirely for childcare.  Partnerships with the community colleges include WIOA payments for travel, 

books, fees, equipment in support of training for participants.  Collaboration with and referral to DARS 
allows additional services for WIOA participants with disabilities.  Through the Commonwealth’s new 

referral portal, any user of the services at the Virginia Career Works centers can self-refer to have their 

needs met by computer-matched referrals to agencies within the area.  

WAGNER PEYSER   
Coordination of state employment service under the Wagner-Peyser Act  
VEC Wagner-Peyser Services are administered by SWVAWDB and, specifically, the Business Solutions 

Team (BST). All partners present at One-Stop and affiliate centers in Area One regularly attend partner 
meetings to discuss operations and customer service issues. Staffing is an important focus of these 

meetings; the BST pays special attention to partner roles and activities to streamline service offerings 
and prevent duplication. For instance, the director of the BST recently hosted a training for Wagner- 
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Peyser Staff. Topics included available services, referrals, and follow-up times. Additionally, BST staff 

stressed the use of the Virginia Workforce Connection (VaWC) system to track case notes and  

representative activity and further reduce the likelihood of duplication. This training served the regional 

One-Stop Centers’ goal of improving customer service while not being intrusive to businesses, which 

allows the BST to better communicate with businesses in Area One. While this training was the first to 
date, the BST plans to host additional trainings for Wagner-Peyser staff moving forward.   

The VEC and One-Stop staff present at the centers have divided job orders and customer account 
reviews to ensure that all customers are contacted and all orders/employers are reviewing services. In 

that VEC staff and One-Stop staff do not always work within the same timeframes, the BST has 
developed a referral plan aimed at providing more comprehensive services while also not overwhelming 

employers. Specifically, the BST has streamlined referrals between VEC staff and One-Stop staff to offer 

services concurrently and efficiently.   

It is important to note that many of these plans and policies were enacted prior to the Coronavirus 
Pandemic, which has altered day-to-day operations at the One-Stops. SWVAWDB does not anticipate any 

significant change in these procedures as social distancing guidelines are relaxed in coming years. Rather, 

the Board anticipates modifications to their current procedures that accommodate new regulations 
regarding health and safety. The Board also expects a continued focus on remote-access programming 

and virtual events.   

ADULT EDUCATION   
Coordination with adult education   
Area One is served by two Title II Adult Education and Literacy providers: Regional Adult & Career 
Education of Lee, Scott, Wise and Norton Public Schools; and Southwest Regional Adult Education, which 

serves Buchanan, Dickenson, Russell and Tazewell Counties. Both programs have a long history as active 

and successful collaborators with the board, committees, providers and participants with program 
managers serving on the Board’s two Business Solutions Teams, the comprehensive One-Stop 

management team, the WDB, and the Executive Committee.  

In addition to their free services for adult basic skills, workplace preparation and GED® Testing, the 

programs both partner with SWVAWDB to offer integrated education and training using the cohort 
model. In the last five years they have offered cohorts in all four of the primary driver industry sectors 

mentioned in this plan, namely Healthcare, Manufacturing, Construction and Information Technology, 
working with Title I Adult, Dislocated Worker and Youth providers for recruitment, enrollment, support, 

training and follow-up services.  

To strengthen attention to adult basic skills and workplace preparation in the SWVAWDB workforce, 

processes are being standardized to integrate cross referrals to increase the number of concurrent 

enrollments between Title I and Title II programs.  

According to EMSI, 24% of adults in Area One have less than a high school diploma, giving Adult 
Education and Literacy one of the most critical roles in career pathways and the development of the 

workforce system in Southwest Virginia. Addressing basic skills deficiencies, providing access to 

secondary-school credentials, and helping those who are deficient in the English language are the basic 
building blocks for this significant portion of the Area’s available workforce.  
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A program director has a seat on the WDB Board, and her role is similar to that of the representatives for 

the CTCs, community colleges and four-year institutions. The programs in each Planning District also 
participate on their respective Business Solutions Teams. Cohort programming has become a creative 

and essential element of career pathways in Area One.  

One of the new directives, under WIOA, is the WDB’s review of the Adult Education and Literacy 

applications for funding. In preparation for submission of their WIOA Title II AEFLA applications, the 

program managers have reviewed this Local Plan and met with the Executive Committee to align with 

the plan and discuss innovations for services. Upon review and recommendation of the Title II AEFLA 

application to the full LWDA1 Board, LWDA1 has provided and will provide its review and 
recommendations to the Virginia Department of Education, Office of Career, Technical and Adult 

Education, as required in that application.  

Beginning this year, the WDB is contracting with both programs to provide all testing within its programs.  

REGIONAL EMPLOYERS   
Policies and Protocols for engaging the region’s employers  
The SWVAWDB Business Solutions Team incorporates confidentiality and integrity into its operating 

policies. The following are items listed in its Guiding Principles:   

• Share all activities with the team, except confidential information, in order to avoid redundancy, 

and trust team members to treat the information responsibly.  

• Practice integrity, honesty and adherence to the trust placed in team members.  

The following sections detail the Business Solutions Team’s (BST) protocols for engaging the region’s 

employers.  

Contacting businesses   
Building strong relationships with regional businesses and industry is a key component of business 
services. The BSTs build those relationships by regularly communicating with existing business partners. 

The BST’s goal is to work with any employer who requests services. However, the team realizes that 

funding and resources are often limited and may need to target certain activities, employers, or 

industries, in order to make the best use of the funds and to help jobseekers find and retain permanent 

employment. The Communications/Protocol Plan has established a framework to allow an integrated 

business service approach while making sure that the needs of business and industry are being met.  

There are too many businesses over the seven counties for one person to approach and maintain. The 

Communications/Protocol Plan establishes a coordinated of contact protocol that will allow BST 

members to leverage the relationships that they already have with business and industry, while also 
building new relationships with businesses in the region.  

Business services will be coordinated through regular BST meetings which will be held every other month 

or more frequently, if necessary. The purpose of these meetings is to bring together Business Service 

Staff from partnering agencies to discuss local workforce needs and trends, communicate programs, 
services and other opportunities that are being communicated to employers by the various partnering 

agencies and to identify any emerging opportunities in the region. Meetings will also serve as a time to 

plan coordinated activities (such as multiple-employer job fairs and other outreach activities) targeted 
toward local employers.  
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Regularly scheduled team meetings allow the opportunity to continually monitor the progress that the 

BST is making in reaching its goals. BST meetings also give team members the opportunity to share “best 
practices” which encourages the success of everyone. The BST shall, at all times, promote the full array 

of services available through the OSP.  

Coordinated point of contact protocol   
Each team member will notify the appropriate BST member via email when a business need is identified. 

Team members will use the Business Solutions Menu to make referrals based on what services the 

partner agencies offer. The Business Solutions Coordinator will be copied on the email. The BST will work 
through the original contact to coordinate a response. A “warm transfer” will be made from the original 

point of contact to the appropriate BST member via email, phone, or in person depending on the 
business’s preferred contact method. If the Business Team Member cannot accommodate the referral, 

then the referral is passed to the Business Solutions Coordinator who will then attempt to help locate 

the partner that can best take care of the business’s need. The Business Solutions Coordinator will be 

responsible for holding team members accountable for follow-up on all referrals to ensure a timely 

response to business needs.  

Standard time frame of response   
A BST member will follow-up with an initial business inquiry within 48 hours or two business days. A 

second contact will be made within 72 hours of the initial follow-up to gather information to begin 

addressing the business need. The BST will make two contacts with the business within five business 

days by either phone, email, or in person depending on the businesses preferred method of contact.  

Businesses will be notified of the timeline during the initial follow-up with the business.  

Involvement of employers in the formation of new workforce development 

activities   
For any workforce development initiative to be successful, it is critical to have businesses at the table. 

The workforce system engages businesses by using a variety of approaches. Traditional outreach 
methods continue to be utilized. Business Solutions Team members continue to meet individually with 

businesses to form and grow critical relationships. Businesses are also engaged using social media and 
email communication about events and opportunities. Industry sector strategies are used to engage 

businesses in high-demand industries to determine industry needs. Regional businesses are also involved 

in the Regional Work Ready Community Initiative, as business participation is a requirement to becoming 

a Work Ready Community.   

SWVAWDB uses the following guidelines in involving employers in the formation of new workforce 
development activities:   

1. The SWVAWDB uses a 4-step process in planning workforce strategies that anticipate industry 

needs: The staff, Business Solutions Team and the Board’s Businesses Services Committee will 
use partner surveys from SVAM, VT, UVA Wise, Planning District Commissions, and VCEDA, along 

with its own Skills Gap Analysis and business meetings/tours to identify labor, training, and 

technical assistance needs.   

2. The Sector Strategy approach is used for the 3 key sectors in the Area – Manufacturing, Health 

Care, and Information Technology - to prioritize the identified needs and get employer input 

about implementation strategies.  
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3. The Business Solutions Team provides feedback from other area employers that do not fall 

within the 4 key sectors. An annual meeting of the Sector partners, the Program Providers, the 
Business Solutions Team and the Business Solutions Board Committee is held to plan the 

strategies for the upcoming year. Actions include: reviewing needs and identified gaps, affirming 

priorities, identifying available resources (public and private) to:  

a. Target marketing for trainees to fill needed occupations;  

b. Develop Individual Education and Training programs as needed;  

c. Categorize new training opportunities to Career Pathways;  

Activities to address employers’ specific workforce needs   
There are a number of activities planned to address specific workforce needs:  

• The WDB continues to invest in incumbent worker trainings to ensure that training 

needs within the region are met and that there is movement through the career 
pipeline.  

• The free business workshops offered through the One-Stops have proven to be 
successful and well attended and will continue and be expanded.  

• The Business Solutions Team will continue to survey workshop attendees on other 

training needs.  

• The WDB will continue to host and sponsor job fairs across the region to connect 

qualified job seekers with businesses.  

• The Business Solutions Team engages businesses one-on-one to learn more about what 

they do and their needs so that the workforce partners are able to better serve them. 

The BST utilizes B2B Engage and the VaWC to track business engagements.   

• The WDB will work individually to customize a solution for any business that needs the 

resources that the state workforce system offers.  

Following is a description of some of the services available to businesses and readily accessible through 

the Director of Business Solutions at the WDB office:  

• Job Fairs and Targeted Recruitment Events: Businesses may contact the Director of 
Business Solutions to coordinate an employer-specific or industry-specific job fair. This is 

a more efficient, cost effective way to hire several individuals at one time.  

• On-the-Job Training: The OJT Activity provides individualized occupational skills training 
for Dislocated Workers and WIOA-eligible Adults and Older Youth. It also involves the 

acquisition of specific skills and employment competencies, through exposure in an 

actual work setting, to the processes, work tasks, tools and methods of a specific job or 

group of jobs. The business may enter into an agreement with the Program Operators to 

hire, train, and retain the individual upon successful completion of the training program. 

Through this program, the business may be reimbursed up to 50% of the new 
employees' wages to cover the extraordinary costs of training and supervision as well as 

to compensate for expected lower productivity of the trainee versus a more experienced 

employee. The WDB is working to increase on-the-job training placements in the coming 

year.  
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• Incumbent Worker Training: This activity is structured to meet training objectives of a 

business by enhancing the skills of existing employees, resulting in increased employee 
productivity and potential growth of the business in order to avert potential layoffs.   

• Customized Training: This activity features training conducted with a commitment by a 

business or sector partnership to employ individuals upon successful completion. 
Training is specific to the skill needs of the employer or group of employers. Funding is 

available for specific skills training for new hires. Staff will work with each employer on a 

case-by-case basis to determine training needs and develop a plan as appropriate.  

• Rapid Response: During economic downturns, if a closing or downsizing is inevitable, the 

WDB offers on-site information and assistance for unemployment services, 

reemployment, retraining opportunities, and job searching assistance for employees. 

Information on other county, state and federal assistance programs that can provide 

assistance for the employees can also be provided. Layoff aversion strategies are also 

available to businesses in distress.  

• Work Opportunity Tax Credit: This is a federal tax credit that provides businesses with a 
tax credit against their federal tax liability for hiring individuals from target groups of 

disadvantaged job seekers.  

• Labor Market Information: The WDB through the Director of Business Solutions is a 

source for reports and data about employment levels, unemployment rates, wages and 

earnings, employment projections, jobs training resources and careers. It is available to 

businesses in various formats.  

• Federal Bonding Program: The bonds issued by the FBP (Federal Bureau of Prisons) serve 
as a job placement tool by guaranteeing to the business the job honesty of at-risk job 

seekers. Businesses receive the bonds free-of-charge as incentive to hire hard-to-place 

job applicants as wage earners. The FBP bond insurance is designed to reimburse  

the business for any loss due to employee theft of money or property with no deductible 

amount to become the employer’s liability (i.e., 100% bond insurance coverage).  

• Apprenticeship Training: This is a program of instruction delivered to individuals while 

working on the job at a beginning level and graduated skill levels with pay until 

journeyman level is achieved.  

• RESEA Program: Area One is fortunate to have the RESEA program available through the  

VEC office in Planning District One. The Reemployment Solutions and Eligible 

Assessment Program focuses on providing career services that directly relate to the 
specific needs of participating Unemployment Insurance claimants. The WDB Business 

Solutions Team and the WIOA program providers will actively participate in the 

presentations offered to customers to describe services available for job seekers.  

PRIORITY OF SERVICE   
WIOA establishes a priority requirement with respect to funds allocated for Adult employment and 

training activities; this priority will be given to individuals who have met minimum eligibility 

requirements. Priority of service must be given to recipients of public assistance, other low-income 
individuals and individuals who are basic skills deficient: those with reading, math, and language scores 

below 9th grade level and youth or adults unable to compute or solve problems, read, write or speak 
English at a level necessary to function on the job, in their family or in society.  
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SWVAWDB maintains a leveled Priority of Services based on the above references listed:  

• First priority is given to covered persons (veterans and eligible spouses) in the local area who 
are: low income [as defined by WIOA Sec. 3(36)], or recipients of public assistance, or who are 

basic skills deficient.  

• Second Priority includes individuals (non-covered persons) in the local area who are: low income 
[as defined by WIOA Sec. 3(36)], or recipients of public assistance, or who are basic skills 

deficient.  

• Third Priority includes Veterans and eligible spouses in the local area who are: not low income, 

and not recipients of public assistance, and not basic skills deficient.  

• Fourth Priority - Individuals (non-covered persons) in the local area who are: not low income, 

and not recipients or public assistance, and not basic skills deficient, and are either:  

o an employed worker and are within the 135% LLSIL/Poverty guideline or; o 

within the 100% LLSIL/Poverty self-sufficient guideline.  

All other individuals in the local area, who do not fit into the four priorities listed above, may be served 
on a case-by-case basis. Adults served under this category must: Be approved in writing by a designated 

SWVAWDB staff person; be submitted and given approval using a standard format; include the 

estimated amount of WIOA adult funds to be spend on the individual; and the adult applicant must have 

one or more significant barriers to full-time employment leading to self-sufficiency.  

Significant barriers include: disabled individuals, ex-offenders, homeless individuals, English language 

learners, migrant and seasonal farm workers, single parents, individuals referred or treated by an agency 

for substance abuse problems, individuals aged out of foster care, individuals with poor work history and 

older individuals as defined by ADEA 1967.  

SWVAWDB Requirement: Requests made to the WDB for enrollments under this category may only be 
submitted after December 31st of each program year, and if at least 50% of the training budget has not 

been expended. This will allow for local area residents who meet the higher priority of service levels to 
be served first.  

WIOA funds allocated to SWVAWDB are reserved for clients who reside in Area 1 or were employed 
within the geographic area comprising the Local Workforce Development Area. Out-of-area applicants 

should be referred to their residential geographic LWDA program operator for services. If all applicants 

within SWVAWDB have been served and the budget allows, non-residential SWVAWDB applicants may 
be served based on the same priority of service levels above and may be approved by the WIOA Service 

Program Operator Manager. Coordination with the workforce development office of residency must be 
documented in the participant's file.  
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PROGRAM DESIGN AND EVALUATION  

EXPANSION OF ACCESS TO EMPLOYMENT, TRAINING, EDUCATION, AND 

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES FOR ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUALS   
Awareness of the Board and its services has been noted in the SWOT findings for several iterations of the 
strategic plan. WDB Staff has continued its “boots on the ground” outreach approach to spread 

awareness of the board and its services, especially as they related to disadvantaged jobseekers. 

Specifically, the WDB has increased its presence throughout the counties they serve by attending 
meetings of significance, including IDA, Chamber of Commerce, and Economic Development Meetings. 

The WDB has also been working towards fostering better connections with employers of all sizes 
throughout the workforce region to better connect them to jobseekers. Additionally, the WDB has 

increased its use of social media to communicate service information, job postings, UI information, and 

other services.   

Expanding service utilization among the region’s youth is yet another focus area for the Board. Young 

people are the lifeblood of the region’s workforce; they are among the most likely to participate in the 
workforce and are important to securing a strong talent pipeline for regional businesses. Data suggest, 

however, that the region is not retaining its youth. Since the last plan, the Board has undertaken the 
development of a large-scale youth outreach campaign that is aimed at individuals aged between 16-24. 

This outreach plan is intended to not only build awareness of the many youth services the Board 

provides, but also share information about regional career pathways and opportunities.   

The Board is continuing its work in targeting the region’s relatively large returned citizen population. 

Specifically, the Board is building relationships with probation and parole officers, local drug courts, and 

community works programs to develop a pipeline for ex-offenders to access the Workforce System as a 

first step toward reintegration into society. The WDB is also engaged in better preparing adult and youth 
ex-offenders to enter and retain employment, obtain financial stability, and enter an in-demand career 

path.  

The provision and expansion of supportive services are critical to the success of workforce programs, 

especially those programs that seek to support individuals with multiple barriers to employment. As 
outlined in section 3.6 of this document, SWVAWDB has taken tremendous stride in providing supportive 

services to workforce program participants. For example, the ROPES and Cars to Work programs allow 

for unprecedented access to affordable and reliable vehicles to qualifying workforce participants. 
Moreover, the individual efforts of WDS and other partners present at the region’s One Stops ensure 

that clients are appraised of the supportive services that are available to them. Additionally, WDB staff 

continuously investigate and apply for grant opportunities that allow for the expansion of supportive 
services. Evidence of these efforts are present throughout this local plan.   

The SWVAWDB will be further developing six initiatives to expand access to eligible individuals with 

multiple barriers to employment.   

1. The first is Wagner Peyser services.  Due to the COVID crisis, the Virginia Employment 

Commission contracted with the WDBs across the Commonwealth to assume the Wager Peyser 
services at the Virginia Career Works sites.  Job listings, job matches, other business services and 

career services for job seekers are included in these duties.  This is a contract arrangement and, 
although the contracts may come to an end, the relationships have been established and there is 
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a better basis for WIOA case managers and the Business Solutions employees to expand services 

to businesses and job seekers.  

2. The second is through the ROPES and Operation Reconnect programs, which provide job and 
other living assistance to those with substance use disorders and those re-entering society after 

incarceration. SWVAWDB is working with partners across the region including the local 

Community Reentry Council, Ballad Health, and Radford University to develop feasible 
approaches to help these individuals overcome barriers to employment such as housing needs, 

driver’s license/transportation issues, soft skills training, resume and job interview preparation, 

vocational skills training, work experience/internships with local employers. This work is a 

continuation and expansion of other initiatives such as Just Hire One, an initiative designed to 

prepare ex-offenders to enter and retain employment, obtain financial stability, and enter an in-
demand career path. Through this initiative, area employers agree to "just hire one" ex-offender 

who has successfully completed the career readiness, life skills and internship components of 

the program.  

3. The third is targeted outreach to jobseekers and businesses in Buchanan and Tazewell counties, 

where the declining coal industry has been particularly harmful to the local economies. The LETS 

Train Initiative and the Small Business Expansion Empowerment Initiative are collaborations 

among county government, workforce partners, regional businesses and the Thompson 

Charitable Foundation to address this economic downturn twofold, through job seeker training 
and Business Solutions. Board staff will continue to look for a private funding source to provide 

similar services to the citizens of the other counties within its service area.   

4. Fourth, the SWVAWDB is working with community partners and VTCECE, characterize, and reach 

area populations that are underserved. Through targeted marketing campaigns, SWVAWDB will 

attempt to provide better access to services for those who are particularly hard to reach.  
Population demographics include:  

a. Race, ethnicity, gender and age;  

b. Primary language;  

c. Substance use disorder;  

d. Citizen re-entry; and  

e. Youth who have left high school but did not seek further education.  

5. Fifth, the SWVAWDB wants to increase regional knowledge of its work and services to businesses 

and jobseekers by increasing its presence and collaborative network among economic 

development groups across the region. Board staff will not only regularly attend economic 

development events in Southwest Virginia, but also host events to convene and share 
knowledge amongst workforce and economic development partners. The goals of these events 

will be to better understand the activities of all groups and develop strategies for better 

supporting one another in the region.    

CAREER PATHWAYS DEVELOPMENT  
Career Pathways is a workforce development strategy used to support workers’ transitions from 

education into and through the workforce. This strategy has been adopted at the federal, state and local 

levels in order to increase education, training and learning opportunities for America’s current and 
emerging workforce. Career pathways are an integrated collection of programs and services intended to 

develop students’ core academic, technical and employability skills; provide them with continuous 

education, training; and place them in high-demand, high-opportunity jobs.   
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A career pathways initiative consists of a partnership among primary and secondary schools, community 

colleges, workforce and economic development agencies, employers, labor groups and social service 
providers. Career and Technical Centers in the secondary schools often provide the beginning of the 

pathway. Community colleges then coordinate remediation (if needed), occupational training, academic 

and workplace credentialing, and transfer preparation for career pathways initiatives.  

Area-One’s regional career pathway system encompasses more than a single partnership or program, 

and it is currently an area of emphasis for the WIOA Workforce Development Specialists, community 

college workforce development staff, and adult education providers. WIOA Workforce Development 

Specialists are leading the way in the encouragement and development of career and educational plans 
and portfolios that start participants on a career pathway. CNA to LPN to RN is a well-worn pathway in 

Area One. At the request of local hospitals, SWVAWDB staff is beginning an exploration of adding BSN to 
the pathway. The workforce development’s staffs at the community colleges and adult education 

partner with the WDB and local employers by responding to requests for additional skills gap training, 

dual enrollment, and distance learning opportunities.  

Career pathway programs are the building blocks of career pathways. They blend a set of interventions in 

a specific industry or occupation and are aligned in a longer-term career pathway leading to marketable, 

stackable, “creditable” credentials.   

The following descriptions of the sponsored and partner segments or programs are part of the Area 

One’s career pathways system:  

1. Adult Education Cohort: Adult Education Cohort is a new segment of adult education 

offered through the WIOA-Adult Education Connection. It is a collaborative effort with 

education, business, community colleges and the WDB. The cohort provides learners with a 

contextualized GED® program that includes technical training to develop essential workplace 

skills for targeted entry-level jobs. The innovation of this project lies in the unique curriculum 
with built-in outcomes beyond the GED, which is one of only several targeted achievements. In 

addition to the GED certificate, graduates earn Career Readiness Certificates; various industry-

recognized certifications; up to 24 credit hours at the local community college; and training in 

professional soft skills as well as digital literacy. This approach recognizes both the needs of 

employers and the workforce. The adult education providers in Area One are leaders in the 

implementation of the cohort program and, as such, often provide the first steps on a career 

pathway (CNA, Carpentry, Welding). The WDB provides additional funding to its Adult Education 

partners to enable them to provide more course offerings.  

2. Coordinated enrollment between Title I and Title II programs: To align services, gain 

efficiency, and promote client progress through career pathways, coordinated referrals and 
services between Title I and Title II programs will be required for participants assessing below 

12.1 GE (grade equivalent) in reading or math. Data suggest that 24% of adults did not possess a 

high school diploma or equivalent in 2020. The SWVAWDB believes that basic skills are 

foundational and a priority of service that is vital for employers and the workforce. Therefore, 

coordinated enrollment between Title I and Title II programs will be required with referral and 

follow-up procedures to be developed to ensure implementation.  

3. Entrepreneurship: Entrepreneurship education is a lifelong learning process, starting as 

early as elementary school and progressing through all levels including adult education. United 

Way of Southwest Virginia takes the first step in the career pathways partnerships as it offers 
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programming in the public schools at all grade levels. Next, because the Workforce Development 

Board has determined that some students exiting the K-12 system may not be “career ready”, it 
will partner with local education agencies (LEAs) through Tech Prep or similar partnerships to 

have summer programs to introduce students to emerging entrepreneurial careers. This 

initiative will engage students in education and career pipelines that are essential for economic 
success for the students and the region.  

4. Sector Specialized Training: The SWVAWDB is beginning to pursue sector partnerships 
that will include a new approach to engage businesses in identification of new career pathways. 

As part of the Regional Rapid Response Initiative grant, VTCECE is anchoring this project for 

Areas 1, 2, and 3.  

The WDB will allocate resources to develop locally-driven sector-based industry partnerships and 

training. The sectors will include advanced manufacturing, tourism and outdoor recreation, information 

technology, and healthcare. Led by its Business Solutions Teams in Planning Districts 1 and 2, the WDB 

will engage in formulating sector strategies in collaboration with the local community colleges, 

technology development centers, training providers and industries. This collaboration will be designed to 

develop industry partnerships that supply high-demand industry sectors with skilled workers to meet 

critical workforce shortages while providing these workers with the skills training necessary to advance 

employment and income opportunities. This effort will align resources and training strategies for 

businesses with a shared industry need and ultimately produce well-prepared job seekers equipped to 
compete for viable, demand-driven, industry-led employment opportunities.  

CO-ENROLLMENT   
The ever-increasing need for services in Area One has placed an emphasis on co-enrollments to maximize 

efficiencies and better leverage partner resources. SWVAWDB has cross-trained Center staff to ensure 

they are familiar will the array of grants the Board oversees. This allows case managers to quickly 

identify which grants best suit the needs of each participant. These cross-trainings also help the Region’s 

Workforce System in identifying service gaps and collaboratively seek solutions to address these unmet 

needs.   

SWVAWDB has also engaged workforce partners in relationship and capacity building to better 

understand the resources these partners have to offer. Specifically, the Board has been working with 

partners to identify which partner resources can be shared with other elements of the workforce system 

so as to maximize efficiencies across this network. This resource-sharing strategy has also allowed the 

Board and partners to provide more complete services to jobseekers by blending resources to address 
service gaps. For instance, the SWVAWDB provides work experience and internships for jobseekers with 

disabilities. A partnership with DARS could complement this service by providing a job coach for said 

jobseeker, which is outside of the scope of the Board’s traditional services.   

ONE-STOP DELIVERY SYSTEM   
Local board’s efforts to ensure the continuous improvement of eligible providers   
In accordance with Virginia Workforce Letter (VWL) 16-06, the SWVAWDB has implemented the 

following process to ensure continuous improvement of its certified training providers:  

• The WDB will inform its providers of the new regulations and of their reporting responsibilities 

under VWL 16-06. If they are unable to meet the requirements, they must submit a plan to the 

WDB describing how they will collect and report the information.  
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• The WDB will review quality and performance information from its providers annually in 

accordance with federal, state, and local policy.  

• In March of each Program Year, using the state ETPPL Performance requirements, the WDB staff 
will request the following performance data from each of the providers on its Approved Training 

Provider list for the students enrolled in its programs who are receiving WIOA Title One funds for 
an ITA.   

o Training Completion Rate (must exceed 

50%) 

o  Credential Attainment Rate (must exceed 

70%)  

o Entered Employment Rate o Post Training 

Earnings 

o Postsecondary Credentials Earned o Cost 

of tuition and fees per participant  

• The WDB has standing committees for the Adult, Dislocated Worker and Youth programs. During 

the last quarter of the Program Year, the WDB staff will meet with these committees to jointly 
evaluate the performance of the Area’s approved training providers. This evaluation shall include 

the review of the state Eligible Training Provider Program Performance Quarterly Report and the 
data (cited above) submitted by the providers.   

Determination will be made for continued eligibility, providers will be notified, and the listing will be 
updated on VaWC in accordance with LWDB Data Responsibility.  

Facilitation of One-Stop service access through technology and other means   

Physical access  
The One-Stop system is fully implemented.  Currently, the Appalachian One-Stop Center in Richlands,  

Virginia (Planning District 2) houses the Title 1 WIOA services, VEC, DARS, and Adult Education, and 
SECEP. There are Affiliate sites in Duffield and Norton currently in operation, and two additional Affiliate 

sites will be certified in Grundy and Haysi in 2021.  In addition to the current One-Stop in Tazewell 

County, the WIOA Adult, Dislocated Worker, and Youth services are provided on-site in all 8 jurisdictions 

throughout the region. In 2019-2020 the Board added a service location in Jonesville and, in partnership 

with Stone Mountain Community Health, was able to establish a service location in St. Charles as well.  

The increase of service locations has allowed the Board to provide easier access to information, 

eligibility, enrollment, case management, and follow-up services. Five of these sites have access to 

distance learning through co-located Adult Education/Community College programs. All sites are ADA 

compliant.  

Remote access  
The Coronavirus Pandemic has provided an opportunity for the local Board to implement several virtual 
features to help individuals continue their access to services. The implementation of free wi-fi access to 

all center parking areas has been utilized by individuals without home access for school, work, and 
training purposes. The One-Stop Committee of the WDB will be exploring additional affordable 

technological options to implement eligibility/assessment/enrollment processes, common in-take, and 

training delivery during the coming year. Recommendations will be made to the staff for funding options 
and then to the One-Stop Management Team and the WDB.   
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The WDB continues to use two mobile computer labs to administer assessments, provide training, job 

search, job fairs and hiring events with businesses, and other programming.  The mobility of this asset 
increases access to services for people in remote areas. The lab includes: laptops, mobile printer, hotspot 

for Internet access and one accessible station.  

One-Stop center ADA compliance   
SWVAWDB has developed a comprehensive approach to ensure accessibility and inclusion of all 
customers, including those with disabilities, to all facilities, programs, and services. Physical and 

programmatic accessibility are continuously evaluated with an annual Americans with Disabilities Act  

(ADA) assessment and continuous improvement strategies planned and implemented when needed. The  

Board has all centers certified with a complete ADA assessment conducted by the Centers for 

Independent living. SWVAWDB conducts local monitoring as well participates in the VEC state EO 

monitoring of comprehensive and affiliate locations. All centers are EO compliant physically, 

programmatically, and offer a variety of assistive technologies for job seekers.   

The One‐Stop system’s approach to ADA compliance includes:  

• Physical and programmatic accessibility.  

• Staff training and accountability.  

• Adaptive technology and other accommodations.  

• On‐going survey of effectiveness and continuous improvement.  

• Each location has appropriate signage identifying the policy that no individual with a disability 

shall, by reason of such disability, be excluded from participation in, or be denied the benefit of, 
the services, programs, or activities of the One-Stop Center or affiliate sites.  

• All outreach and marketing materials developed for distribution from the LWDA to partners, job 

seekers, and employers contain notice of the availability of auxiliary aids and services for needed 

accommodations to access programs and services  

• All One-Stop Center and affiliate site staff will receive staff training, which includes awareness of 

programmatic and physical barriers to accessibility and covers completion of the “ADA checklist 

for Readily Achievable Barrier Removal.”  

This ADA checklist will be completed annually at each facility and any needed corrective action is 

identified and implemented. The One-Stop Center and affiliate sites will provide a survey to customers to 

help with improving access to all services within the One-Stop Center and affiliate sites system for 

individuals with disabilities. One-Stop Center Manager will document physical and programmatic 

complaints and ensures a corrective action plan developed and addressed by the most appropriate and 
relevant method: policy change, training, or addressing physical barriers. Any program and service may 

be accommodated for full inclusion on an “as needed” basis with the accommodation being dependent 

on the needs of the individual customer and provided through the One-Stop Center in collaboration with 

partners.  

One-Stop partner resource contributions  
All One-Stop provider partners participate in an MOU and Infrastructure Funding Agreement that is 

representative of an individual partner’s use of the center. In addition to fulfilling their organizational 

missions, partners are asked to participate in all one VCW One-Stop functions, including partner 
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meetings, resource fairs, hiring events, rapid response events, and other special opportunities for 

collaboration.   

One-Stop provider partners take a collaborative approach to providing customers with services because 
the system is designed to be a seamless provision of services so that customers experience a “no wrong 

door” approach. One-Stop centers also have an electric sign-in system that allows customers to select 

the partner they wish to see. An audible notification is then sent to that individual to alert them of the 

waiting customer. This allows the One-Stop center to monitor traffic-flow, reduce wait times, and 

improve overall customer service throughout the centers.  

Integrated, technology-enabled intake and case management system   
Area One’s One-Stop Centers are small and do not currently offer a large-scale orientation to the center 
for jobseekers. Rather, the size of the region’s centers allows staff to directly interact with customers 

and assist them in completing their portal entry and self-referring. In many cases, center staff provide 

job seekers with a “warm handoff” to partners located in the same center during their first visit. 

Nevertheless, VEC and WIOA staff present at the region’s One-Stop Centers coordinate services through 

the VaWC. Other partners present at the centers are not currently able to enter data into VaWC. VEC 
and WIOA staff have also been sharing Wagner-Peyser services during the Coronavirus Pandemic and are 

exploring options to allow WIOA staff to continue entering Wagner-Peyser Services. One-Stops are also 

building capacity around the VaWC Portal, which allows for customers to self-refer to all partners via the 

use of the resource room or any internet connection. Utilization of this system will allow partners to 

receive direct referrals and better address customer questions and concerns in a more efficient manner.   

During COVID, the SWVAWDB has made considerable progress in the use of technology for case 

management.  During the “work from home” first phase of COVID, all case managers were provided with 

every tool required for virtual service (including, in some cases, access to the Internet).  In addition, the 

eligibility, enrollment, assessment and case management processes were modified to accommodate 

electronic transmission of documents.  Email was encrypted and DocuSign was provided to every case 

manager so that participants could be served virtually.  All case files are also electronic, eliminating the 

need for paper files.  Access to free Wi-Fi services is also provided in the parking area at all VCW Centers 

so that customers who do not have Internet service at home can access all SWVAWDB programming.  

Mandated and optional partner services  
The following table details mandatory services offered at the region’s One-Stops and their 

corresponding provider partners.   

  

  

  

Table 25: One-Stop Partners and Services   

Services Provided at One-Stop Center  Providing Partner  

Title I – WIOA Adult, Dislocated Worker and Youth 

Services  

Southwest Virginia Workforce Development 

Board   
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Title II – Adult Basic Education Services; Carl D. 

Perkins Career and Technical Education programs 

at postsecondary level  

RACE1 – Regional Adult & Career Education of  

Lee, Scott, Wise and Norton Public Schools; 

Southwest Regional Adult Education; Southwest 

and Mountain Empire Community Colleges  

Title III – Wagner-Peyser Employment Services;  

Unemployment Insurance; Veterans Services; 

Trade Adjustment Assistance  

SWVAWDB; Virginia Employment Commission  

Services for the Aging and Disabled  Department for Aging and Rehabilitative Services; 

Department of the Blind and Vision Impaired  

The Senior Community Service Employment 

Program (SCSEP)  

Goodwill of Tenneva; Mountain Empire Older 

Citizens  

Community Services Block Grant (CSBG) 

employment and training activities  

Clinch Valley Community Action; People, Inc. 

APPCAA 

Department of Housing and Urban Development 

(HUD) employment and training activities  

Cumberland Plateau Regional Housing Authority; 

Clinch Valley Community Action  

Second Chance Act Programs  People, Inc. 

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF); 

SNAP; Medicaid Expansion  

Regional Department of Social Services  

Job Corps  Flatwoods Job Corps  

  

One-Stop operator and physical locations   
The Southwest Virginia Workforce Development Board is the Operator for all One-Stop Centers in Area 

One. The following table provides the location for each of the One-Stop Centers in Area One: Table 26: 
One-Stop Center Locations   

Center Type  Name  Street Address   Operator   

Comprehensive 

One-Stop  

Virginia Career Workers Richlands 

Center/Appalachian One-Stop  

501 Railroad Avenue  

Richlands, VA 24641  

SWVAWDB  

Affiliate  Virginia Career Works Norton Center   1725 Park Avenue NW  

Norton, VA 27273  

SWVAWDB  

    

The following table provides the location for each Virginia Workforce Network affiliated sites, partner 

sites, or specialty service centers in Area One:  

  

  

  

Table 27: Virginia Workforce Network Affiliated Site, Partner Site, and Specialty Center Locations  

Center Type  Name  Street Address   Operator   
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Specialty Center  Virginia Career Works Russell County   116 S. Flannagan Ave,   

Lebanon, VA 24266  

SWVAWDB  

Specialty Center  Virginia Career Works Grundy   1039 Plaza Drive, Suite D  

Grundy, VA 24614  

SWVAWDB  

Specialty Center  Virginia Career Works Haysi    23850 Dickenson Hwy 
P.O.Box 247 
Haysi, VA 24256 
 

SWVAWDB  

Specialty Center  Virginia Career Works St. Charles   190 Monarch Street   

St. Charles, VA 24282  

SWVAWDB  

  

INDIVIDUAL TRAINING ACCOUNTS (ITAs)   
Policy, process, and criteria   
It is the policy of SWVAWDB to effectively and efficiently manage the ITA system for adults and 

dislocated workers to ensure that the customers’ needs are met whenever possible. The issuance of 

training vouchers follows the priorities of the Board, and the training vendors and programs are 

approved by the Board for inclusion on the regional training provider list. Since the WDB may have 

limited funds for ITA vouchers, ITA vouchers will be capped at $4,000 per eligible customer per program 
year. Exceptions to this policy will be considered on a case-by-case basis and must be submitted to WDB 

staff for review and consideration prior to issuance of an ITA exceeding this threshold.  

 Program staff does not promote one training provider over another. Although training selection is 

customer-choice driven, staff reviews all available training programs with customer and discusses total 

costs. All customers will be made aware of any excess cost of training not covered by WIOA funding or 

other available aid. Program operators will work closely with customers to determine the individual’s 

ability to contribute to the cost of training and negotiate a funding plan that will adequately cover the 
entire cost of the training program. The purpose of training services is to provide eligible customers with 

the means to obtain the necessary skills to become gainfully employed or re-employed. The training 
provided through ITAs is for the sole purpose of facilitating transition into the workforce. All training will 

be for occupations in demand in the Area’s labor market and determined to be of priority by the WDB.   

All training, with the exception of on-the-job training, incumbent worker, and customized training, must 

be secured utilizing the ITA voucher. All customers are required to apply for financial aid and any awards, 

excluding loans, must be applied to the training costs before WIOA funding is approved. Information 
from the training facility’s financial aid office will be obtained to document need and obtain information 

regarding other grants that may be available. ITA vouchers will be written to cover actual costs or up to 

the amount of the ITA cap, whichever is less. The ITA voucher cap does not include support services 

payments which are based on need.  

TRAINING CONTRACTS   
Customer choice   
The WDB assures that the One-Stop Center System will adhere to the principles of consumer choice 

requirements as outlined in provisions of the WIOA. The WDB supports participants in need of training 
services for the purpose of enhancing their job readiness or career pathways, ensuring their access to 
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career training through a list of approved training providers and programs. Training services are provided 

in a manner that maximizes consumer choice in the selection of an eligible provider.   

Occupational skills training will be provided in a manner that ensures informed customer choice in the 
selection of training for regionally in-demand occupations and prudent use of public funds in the 

selection of such providers. This process ensures transparency and supports informed customer choice in 

the evaluation and selection of training providers and programs. Guidelines for establishing Individual 

Training Accounts (ITAs) are to be used to access approved training programs provided by eligible 

training providers (ETP).  

Eligible training providers are those that are approved by the WDB and are maintained on a statewide 

listing of approved training vendors known as the ETP state list. Due to the proximity of several states to 
Southwest Virginia’s borders, customers frequently request training outside the region and state. In 

order for a customer to obtain training through an out-of-state provider, the training provider/program 

must be listed on another state’s ETP list. In order to utilize WIOA funds for an out-of-state training 

provider, the following criteria will be met:   

• The training provider program must be on the host state’s approved training provider programs 

list and documentation of this fact, including the eligible time period, will be maintained by the  

SWVAWDB.   

• The SWVAWDB will collect sufficient data and add the provider’s program to the VaWC system 

so the customer can be linked to the program for training service accountability.  

• A detailed case note will be entered into the VaWC, explaining why the customer went to an out-
of-state training program rather than an in-state training program.  

LINKING TRAINING TO IN-DEMAND INDUSTRY SECTORS/OCCUPATIONS  
The SWVAWDB has an ongoing partnership with the Virginia Tech Center for Economic and Community 

Engagement to provide timely updates of LMI data, especially as they relate to occupational 

employment and demand. VTCECE develops an in-demand occupation sheet for SWVAWDB, which is 
used by case managers to determine training eligibility. The most recent in-demand occupation list was 

prepared during the plan update and is attached to this document   

RAPID RESPONSE  
According to the US Department of Labor, Rapid Response must include four tiers of service:  

1. Informational and reemployment services for workers;  

2. Assistance for businesses in growth or decline;  

3. Facilitating connections with partners;  

4. Strategic planning, data gathering and analysis.  

The Regional Rapid Response Coordinator is the first point of contact for all layoff and closure activities. 

Referral from the Coordinator to the SWVAWDB Director of Business Solutions engages the resources of 

the WDB and its Business Solutions Team to assist the businesses and the employees in transitional 
services and activities. Layoff aversion activities such as Incumbent Worker Training, referral services to 

Genedge Alliance for risk assessment and assistance as well as reemployment and training services for 

laid-off employees are part of Rapid Response. The Regional Rapid Response Initiative is helping the Area 
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explore and validate innovative approaches to businesses and employees alike. Reemployment services 

include:  

• Labor Market Information  

• Career Exploration  

• Job Search Assistance  

• Resume Preparation  

• Interviewing Techniques  

• Access to Job Fairs  

• Counseling Services such as Debt Management and Credit Repair  

• Referrals to Training Programs and Supportive Services.  
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COMPLIANCE   

OVERSIGHT AND MONITORING  
In order to maintain a robust workforce development system, the Board must exercise its responsibilities 

for oversight, monitoring and corrective action. SWVAWDB utilizes various team members with 
administrative, programmatic and fiscal experience to provide oversight and monitoring that ensure 

programs comply with federal, state and local regulations.  The internal monitoring team is responsible 

for ensuring compliance with laws, regulations, policy and procedures and any necessary corrective 
action is completed.  The monitoring team continuously provides technical assistance to service provider 

staff regarding the requirements of performance, data validation and VCW data entry by providing 
training and data clean-up to ensure the best data possible.   This is accomplished mostly through 

electronic communication and one-on-one assistance.    

As regulations are made available, group sessions either in person or via electronic means are scheduled. 

Quarterly round table meetings are provided to service provider staff to review any new regulations and 

to provide an open forum for staff to bring issues, concerns and questions to SWVAWDB monitoring 

team and administrative staff.  Official monitoring visits are conducted annually for EO compliance, 

inventory control and program participant eligibility and service provision records review.  Quarterly 

monitoring reviews are completed for service delivery fiscal operations.  An annual audit is completed 

for SWVAWDB by a private accounting firm.  

Written monitoring reports using the state monitoring format are used for programmatic participant 

records review.  Providers out of compliance are required to complete a corrective action plan within 30 

days and provide documentation of corrections.  Fiscal reports using a state approved format are used 

for quarterly reviews of all service provider financial records.  Providers out of compliance are required 

to complete a corrective action plan within 30 days and provide documentation of corrections.     

The progress and success of the service provider is reviewed quarterly with performance reports 

provided by the State VWC Systems team.  The performance report compares outcomes and success, 

and the financial review compares cost effectiveness and services provided.     

The WDB follows the state policy for annually evaluating the performance of locally-approved training 

provider and training programs in accordance with VWL # 16-06.  

SUNSHINE PROVISION OF WIOA  
WDB meeting dates, information, membership and minutes are publicly posted on the WDB website and 

meeting notices are posted and emailed to Board members and WDB staff.  Any required information 
not posted on the WDB website would be provided upon request by either electronic means or through 

printed material.  

The WDB makes copies of the proposed plan available to the public through electronic and other means 

such as local news media and social media to allow for public comment for 14 days beginning on the 
date the proposed plan is made available and includes with submission of the local plan any comments 

that represent disagreement with the plan.  
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TIMELY EXPENDITURE OF WIOA FUNDS  
The Executive Director reviews the monthly MEDR reports to stay abreast of expenditures and funding 

levels.  The service provider submits monthly reports to detail expenditures and the contract balance 

remaining.  The monthly report is reviewed by WDB administrative staff to determine if funds are not 
being expended in a timely manner and the service provider is notified to discuss financial obligations 

remaining and the course of action necessary to expend funds as noted in the services plan.  

ADULT, DISLOCATED WORKER, AND YOUTH SERVICE BROKERAGE  
The Grant recipient completed a waiver to award Youth program funding to WDB to provide WIOA youth 

services to LWDA 1 service region. The Grant recipient completed an RFP process and the WDB 
completed a waiver request to provide Adult and Dislocated Worker services to LWDA 1 service region.  

The WDB has a year-to-year contract with the WDB service provider team (SWVA Works) to provide all 

WIOA adult, dislocated worker and youth services to include management, fiscal services and program 

operations.  

Competitive process and criteria used to award funds to sub-

recipients/contractors of WIOA Title I Adult, Dislocated Worker, and Youth 

services   
The Southwest Virginia provides WIOA Title I services internally. Funding for Adult and Dislocated 

Worker Services is awarded through waivers issued by the state. Funding for Youth Services is awarded 

through the permission from Lee County, the Youth Services Grantor.   

Current contracted organizations:  
The Southwest Virginia Workforce Development Board is the current contracted provider for all Title I 

WIOA programs. SWVAWDB’s contract began on July 1st, 2019 and is ongoing.   

FISCAL AGENT   
The grant recipient serves as a pass-through entity with funds received by the WDB. The WDB disburses 

grant funds to the service provider through a contract system and serves as its own fiscal agent. WDB 

staff reviews financial management reports, which include budget-to-actual comparisons in a 

consolidated format and by funding stream. Financial reports are reviewed by the WDB and CLEOs at 

their regular meetings for possible adjustments to the financial plan.  

The award of grants and contracts complies with the competitive process outlined in the Virginia Public 

Procurement Act. The Board utilizes funds to match grant proposals from partner agencies in order to 
maximize resources for both job seekers and employers.  

WIOA FUND LEVERAGING STRATEGY   
The SWOT analysis clearly revealed the value that all stakeholders place on the Board’s expansion of 
resources, which enable it to serve targeted populations and bring innovative services to people in need 

in Southwest Virginia. Beginning in 2016, the SWVAWDB began to use its 501c3 corporate status to 

pursue additional funding from all available sources – federal, state, local and private.  At the same time, 
a conscious decision was made to pursue the funding strategically – founding the searches on sound 

data that firmly supported the need.  For instance, when it became clear that, pre-COVID, outlying labor 
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sources were going to be needed to fulfill the businesses’ needs due to low labor participation rates, the 

decision was made to pursue funding that would allow flexible services required to re-engage people 
recovering from substance abuse and people returning from incarceration in the workforce.  This led, in 

turn, to the receipt of Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) R.O.P.E.S. funding and state funding for a 

Reconnect project that will establish a proven process that can be modeled repeatedly.  As a part of this 
strategy, new partnerships have been pursued that bring both monetary and in-kind resources to the 

table.  Ballad Health, Radford University, Virginia Probation and Parole, the United Way of Southwest 
Virginia, a local bank, and county drug courts are part of the new face of the SWVAWDB.  One of the next 

challenges before the Board is to find funding to greatly expand services to youth.  The in-school youth 

population in Southwest Virginia is in desperate need of services that cannot be provided through the 
extremely limited auspices of the WIOA in-school youth program. To date, the vision is in place.  Bringing 

it to fruition is an important component of this plan.  

NEGOTIATED PERFORMANCE LEVELS   
Area One has been meeting or exceeding its negotiated performance goals for several years. Table 28 

compares the Region’s performance levels with the State PY2022-23 negotiated levels.  

Table 28: Negotiated Performance Levels, Workforce Area One and Virginia, PY2022 -23 

  
Workforce Area One   Virginia   

Performance Measure   
Adult  

Dislocated 

Worker  
Youth  Adult  

Dislocated 

Worker  
Youth  

Employment Rate 2nd Quarter after  

Exit  
82.5   88.9%  79.2%  78.5%  86.0%  73.5%  

Median Earnings 2nd Quarter after  

Exit   
$6,200  $8,900  $3,700  $6,100  $8,900  $3,400  

Measurable Skill Gains   70.9%  78.9%  65.0%  68.5%  62.0%  60.5%  

Employment Rate 4th Quarter after  

Exit   
85.6%  82.5%  74.0%  79.5%  82.5%  72.0%  

Credential Attainment Rate   75%  72.5%  62.0%  75.0%  72.5%  68.5%  

  

PERFORMANCE AND EFFECTIVNESS MEASURES   
Indicators to measure the performance and effectiveness of the local fiscal agent   
Fiscal services are monitored by the state VCCS monitoring team annually both virtually and onsite to 

review a thorough selection of financial records.  Annual audits are completed by a private accounting 

firm. SWVAWDB completed first year of operation as fiscal agent with a private firm audit completed 

with unmodified opinion result and the second-year audit is in process.  The WDB office completes a 

monthly review of 100% of service provider invoices and financial records.  Monthly bank reconciliations 

are completed for the service provider and WDB office by another staff member to maintain a 

separation of duties.  Financial data reports are reviewed and compared for actual vs. planned 
performance and expenditures. All financial processes at the WDB and Service Provide level are 

completed within separation of duties guidelines.  SWVAWDB has a local audit committee of volunteers 
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from the community meeting quarterly to review a random selection of fiscal agent financial records.  

The committee is comprised of three (3) local bank Vice Presidents. SWVAWDB has a finance committee 
comprised of WDB and CLEO members that meet quarterly to review the fiscal agent financial 

statements.   

Indicators to measure the performance and effectiveness of service providers   
Service provider performance is tracked through the VWC data system with staff inputting services and 
notes regarding service delivery. SWVAWDB staff provides a Quarterly VWC system review with each 

case manager and reviews all active records to identify areas that need attention and or data clean up.   

Reports and training are provided to identify and correct errors. Quarterly performance reports from 
VCCS are provided to the Service Provider with guidance on areas needing improvement.  Data is 

reviewed and records researched to determine if data entry errors or failure to enter data affected 

performance and can be edited for improvement the next quarter.  

Indicators to measure the performance and effectiveness of the One-Stop delivery 

system    
A One-Stop Committee oversees performance of the One-Stop Center system as a whole that includes 

continuous improvement and customer satisfaction, as well as Adult, DW and Youth services.  In the 
event there are issues with the service delivery of performance outcomes of a Center, a corrective action 

plan will be developed detailing steps to be taken to remedy any problem area identified. OneStop 

customer satisfaction is measured through customer evaluation surveys.  An electronic kiosk system is 
used to track customers and the One-Stop Center Manager tracks business and partner service delivery 

and satisfaction.  

REPLICATED COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS   
Replicated cooperative agreements to enhance the provision of services to 

individuals with disabilities and to other individuals   
The Southwest Virginia Workforce Development Board utilizes the following replicated cooperative 

agreements:   

• SWVAWDB partners with DARS for staff cross-training and service training;   

• SWVAWDB partners with the Junction Center to conduct regular ADA compliance certification 

for the Area’s One-Stop Centers to ensure the physical access requirements of WIOA ADA 
guidelines are met.  

The Board is also investigating a cross-partner staffing team to service jobseekers with multiple barriers 
and/or jobseekers that need services from multiple partners. SWVAWDB previously utilized a similar 

system, which showed promise for streamlining services and avoiding duplication with respect to 

services and expenses. An increase in demand for services, however, strained this partnership. The 

Board is taking steps to improve this and re-implement this system to better address the needs of 

jobseekers in Area One.   
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HIGH PERFORMING BOARD   
Actions the local board will take to becoming/remaining and high performing 

board consistent with the factors developed by the State Board   
SWVAWDB continuously strives to provide high quality services to business and individuals in the local 

area.  Quarterly performance reporting is provided on state and local levels for all facets of the local 

board, including Service Provider, One-Stop Operations and Fiscal Services.  Any deficiencies noted are 
researched for cause and training is provided to necessary staff to improve measures.  The WDB office 

maintains an open-door policy for communication with all Service Provider staff and One-Stop Staff to 

enable feedback from the field to be available at all times.  The concept of team approach is emphasized 

in relationships not only among the WDB staff but with local partners to continue to provide a high level 

of services to the local area.  Guidance provided from federal and state levels are shared with all WDB 
staff and local training provided to insure understanding and to outline the best process for 

implementation.  

PLAN INPUT AND PUBLIC COMMENT  
Process for getting input into the development of the local plan   
Much of the planning process was conducted virtually, due to the Coronavirus pandemic. Three focus 

group sessions were conducted to inform the SWOT analysis. These groups consisted of Board with 

unanimous business participation, labor organizations and educators; the CLEOs; other businesses;  

Business Solutions teams partners; and local government. In addition, a survey was distributed by the 

Facilitator, Virginia Tech.  It was posted on the website and distributed through Board and staff’s 

networks.    

Public comment period and outcomes  
The draft plan was posted on the website for public comment on November 21, 2022 with a dedicated 
email for comments to be submitted. The public comment period closed on December 5, 2022; no public 

comments were received. The Virginia Tech Center for Economic and Community Engagement (VTCECE) 

provided the data included in the plan – along with some information from the ALICE report provided by 

the United Way of Southwest Virginia.  

PROFESSIONAL STAFF DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES   
Process used to ensure staff receive continuous training in workforce 

development practices   
The WDB and its One-Stop Operator ensure that the One‐Stop Center staff is given the opportunity to be 

certified as Workforce Development Professionals. Staff must complete 60 hours of professional 
development every 3 years in order to maintain certifications.  

The following are types of available workforce professional training:  

• National Workforce Professional Certification through the Dynamic Works Institute – online 

tiered certification program on WIOA, Customer Service, Career Development, Job Preparation, 
Job Search, Project Management, etc.  

• Workforce Development Certificate through the University of Virginia – a 9‐credit graduate 

certificate that combines web-based instruction, self-directed learning and practicum experience 
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in the workplace to provide workforce professionals with a framework to apply the 

competencies in current work settings and job responsibilities.  

• Certified Workforce Development Professional (CWDP) – a nationally recognized certification 

accepted throughout the country administered and endorsed by The National Association of 
Workforce Development Professionals.  

The WDB has recently implemented training for the Workforce Development Specialists that is designed 
to increase their knowledge base regarding employment opportunities, economic development 

strategies, and new programming opportunities. Trainings to date have included: Tours of manufacturers 
to explore the nature of the work, equipment and job potential;  tour of a rejuvenated small town based 

on tourism and outdoor recreation jobs and entrepreneurial economic development opportunities; 

presentation by Directors of the Planning District Commissions regarding their function, plans and 
current projects; training in “selling the product”; effect of trauma on the hard-to-serve/stress 

management; and continuous improvement, policies and procedures training by the MIS specialist.  

Methods to ensure effective use of the Virginia Workforce Connection System of 

record and to adhere to timely data entry requirements for WIOA services.   
When Workforce Development Specialists are hired, a two-week training/orientation period covers 

VaWC data entry, file organization, job search strategies, policies and procedures, case notes and details 

of each program. To ensure both effective use of the Virginia Workforce Connection (VaWC) and 

adherence to timely data entry requirements for WIOA services, the WDB employs a dedicated 

Management Information Specialist (MIS) to track and manage data entry. The outcomes of cases and 

how those outcomes translate into performance indicators are tracked regularly. In addition, the inhouse 
monitor reviews data entries and checks for adherence to policy.  

The WDB will ask the program operators for a recommendation about corrective action for Workforce 

Development Specialists who repeatedly fail to adhere to the timely data entry requirements. It is 

required that the staff person presents a corrective action plan (organization of workload, blocking a day 

for data entry, time management). The One-Stop Operator also streamlines case management practices 

across the workforce area by ensuring the Program Director review, evaluate, and monitor the WIOA 

caseload from enrollments through exit.  

Process to measure staff performance and delivery of high-quality customer 

service   
SWVAWDB continues to use a Staff Evaluation and Performance system to measure staff performance.  

WDB staff are evaluated on a regular basis to ensure performance is in-line with the expectations of the 

Board. Staff members who do not meet the standards of the Board will face consequences and will be 

required to take corrective action to address any deficiencies. SWVA uses customer satisfaction surveys 

at all One-Stop centers to measure service delivery. Survey results are frequently monitored to assess 
the Center’s operating level of customer service and identify and address shortcomings.   
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Process to meet and maintain staff certification and Virginia Workforce Center 

certification as required by Virginia Workforce Council Policy 300-06  

Staff certification   
SWVAWDB complies with Virginia Workforce Board Policy 10-01 where 60 percent of front-line staff 

present in the Area’s One-Stop centers earn professional workforce development certifications.  

SWVAWDB strives for 100% certification, and, prior to adding new staff, met this goal. The Program 

Manager and Executive Director regularly monitor staff certification levels and identify training 
opportunities for new and existing staff to pursue.   

Virginia Workforce Center Certification   
Each of the One-Stop Centers in Area One have met the validation requirements for certifications and 

are fully certified. Center management teams are responsible for the certification of the Area’s centers 

and regularly meet to ensure that center operations meet or exceed the standards for certification.   
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